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Change Log
Date

Change

Reason

5/13/14

Initial DRAFT

Initial version

5/30/14

Added badges to activity page, fixed missing dropdowns for editing location, added ability to delete multiple message
and multiple chat conversations at the same time. Added details around voice support in chats. Added the Secret Admirer
response screen. Added details to the “mosaic” feature, Added support for All Access messages. Added support for
“Report Abuse”. Added “Explore” page. Updated various pages.

Complete version

5/19/14

6/3/14
6/13/14
6/19/14
6/19/14
7/15/14
7/25/14
8/8/14

8/15/14
8/25/14
8/25/14
8/26/14
9/02/14
9/05/14
9/15/14
9/22/14

10/07/14
10/08/14
10/08/14

First full version

Added ‘Jewish profiles only’ into search options and adjusted the “more options” (pp15-17)

Updated chats page to include time stamps and the first line of the last message in the conversation (p45), changed the
behavior of the top and bottom nav bar/tabs to hide and re-emerge when scrolling down and up, respectively. Removed
font, size, color, and background color from chat page (p48). Added settings screens (pp 61-69). Reversed the Secret
Admirer buttons to be Y-M-N instead of N-M-Y (p13). Changed the new chat prompt options (p50).

Iteration

Iteration
Iteration

Removed the “Set as Main” button from the pop-up (p34). Changed the YMN swipe behavior (p12). Added details about
how the size of the chat text bubbles should adjust (p47).

Correction

Updated the Secret Admirer button on the profile page (p28, various other pages)

Update

Updated the chat / audio posting UX (p49), removed the account & billing screens from Settings (pp66-67)

Correction

Minor changes to update the UX in accordance with reviews. Removed photo count from the Explore page (p6), rearranged Match % and online status on the Matches page (p14), and adjusted the notes section on the Favorites page
(p53).

Update

Updated the registration process (pp56-59)

Update

Updated the message and reply interaction to improve the user experience (pp40-42)

Refinement

Changed the “Explore” screen to “Nearby” (p6, various), Updated rules for Push Notifications (pp 63, 69)
Changed the Delete button so it’s anchored at the bottom of the page along with the Reply button (p40).
Added the “Restore purchases” button

Changed the wording on the “Save as Draft” action sheet (p42).
Changed copy for the push notifications (p69)

Changed the “Block” feature to resemble the JD full website (pp29, 64), changed the registration flow to include GPS
location (p58).

Update
Update

Updated requirement
Correction
Update
Update

Added “My Subscription” option in Settings (p67).

Update

Minor change to chat behavior to calrify the “slide” behavior on the chat tabs (pp52-53)

Update

Updated chat behavior to include ‘hide zone’ for tabs and scrolling message capability (p52)
Incremental changes to chat behavior (p52-53)
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Change Log
Date

Change

Reason

10/08/14

Added info about indicator for new chats (p47)

Update

11/18/14

Added “Save” button to change email screen (p69), changed Search / Member lookup toggle UX (pp17, 18), changed UX
for Chat/Message toggle (pp39,40), Removed password change option & added requirement to verify password before
changing email address (p69).

Update

10/22/14

12/30/14
1/7/15

Updated details around chat behavior (pp47, 53-54)

Updated Settings to include account removal, cancellation, and upgrade options

Added badging to the Hamburger nav button (p6), moved Settings for Nearby, Members Online, Secret Admirer, and
Matches from the Settings section to their respective pages within the app (pp 7, 8, 12-14, 18, 19, 68)
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General Page Framework

A01

Basic Page Framework

01

{iOS status bar}

All Activity

02

03

04

Incoming

All

01

Status bar: Represents status bar (sized here for iOS) and is unmovable and the size is
defined by the device OS.

02

Main Title Area: Contains the Hamburger menu, page title and members online button.
This section is anchored to the top of the page and doesn’t scroll away. Content should
scroll “beneath” it so the title bar is always visible on top.

03

Section Title Area: Some pages have a section title that appears underneath the Main
Title Area. This section should scroll with the rest of the content on the page.

04

Ad space. For the app, ad space will be inserted typically at the top of the page but will
occur in various forms as outlined in the supplemental ad rules document.

05

Main Content: Fills the rest of the viewable area within the browser.

{ ad space }

You viewed Kathy87871’s profile
You added Nathalia98989 as a favorite
You sent Azadeh12218 an email
Yesterday
You sent Savitha86543 a flirt
05

You sent Carrie34819 a chat request
Tuesday
You sent Caroline98987 a flirt
You sent Heather12341 a chat request
You and Yoomi98999 both said yes!
You sent Angie56541 an email

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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Hamburger Menu

B01

Hamburger Menu

The Hamburger Menu offers access to most of the site features from a single location. The menu button is visible from most
pages on the site. This menu is only visible to users who are logged in (irrespective of whether they are subscribers).

{iOS status bar}

01

7

Subscribe Now!
Explore
Activity

04

All
7

02

02

03

A user will be able to access the menu by tapping the menu button from any page where the button is visible. Alternatively,
they must be able to perform a “swipe right” action to reveal the menu (with the swipe having originated on the menu
button). The menu must reveal itself with a horizontal slide transition, “pushing” the rest of the content off to the right side of
the screen.
When the menu is exposed, tapping any of the options will close the menu with the reverse transition and load the page
associated with the item the user tapped.
To close the menu without navigating away from the current page, the user can tap the menu button again, or swipe left
with the swipe originating from the portion of the current page that is still visible above the menu.

Conversations

01

Options from the hamburger menu. “Subscribe Now!” must ONLY be displayed to non-subscribed users. Subscribed
users will see “Explore” as the first item in the list.

Favorites

02

The Activity menu option AND the Hamburger nav button will have badges indicating the number of unread messages
(more details about the types of messages available in the Activity section of this document.

My Profile

03

The previous page the user was viewing will be partially visible “above” the menu.

04

The following menu items must correspond to the following pages when tapped:

Upload Photos
Settings

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Subscribe Now!
Explore		
Activity		
Conversations		
Favorites		
My Profile		
Upload Photos		
Settings		

Subscription page
Explore page (with “Nearby” highlighted)
Activity home page
Conversations page
Favorites page
The user’s own profile
The edit photos page
Settings page
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Nearby

C01

Nearby

The Nearby page is the home page of the app. Users will land on this page immediately after signing in.
{iOS status bar}

Nearby

01

C02

Pull to refresh

01

Provides access to the settings for the Nearby page.

{iOS status bar}

02

The main area of the page will be a vertically scrolling list of profiles. Each profile should have the following information:

Nearby

•
•
•
•
•

User photo
Username
Age
Location
Online status (only if online)

04

Pull to refresh

The profiles that are displayed should be generated by the following set of rules:
1. Complementary gender/seeking (men seeking women should see women seeking men)
2. People who are at most 5 years younger or 5 years older than the logged-in user (inclusive).
3. People within 50 miles of the user’s current location. If current location is uavailable, default to registered location.
Given the above constraints, the resulting pool of members should be shown in random order to the logged-in user. If
the pool of members is less than 250 with the above constraints, the radius should be expanded in increments of 25
miles until a minimum pool of 250 members is reached.
03

JoannaBanana

03

8

•
•
•
•
•

02

34 Los Angeles, CA

Online

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

At the bottom of the page will be a tab bar which is anchored to the bottom of the screen. Items in the tab bar will be:

Online

Nearby
Members online
Secret Admirer
Matches
Search

04

From the top of the page, users can pull down to refresh the page. Doing this will shuffle the results, so even if there
are no NEW Nearby results, the user will see new faces.

!

Note: if the user has enabled location services but the app is unable to determine the user’s curent location, a notice
should appear inline at the top of teh Nearby page when it is first loaded which reads: “Unable to determine current
location”. This notice should scroll away with the rest of the content on the page.

JoannaBanana
Online

34 Los Angeles, CA

8

Online

1.7.15
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Nearby

C03

Nearby settings

If a user taps the settings gear on the Nearby page, the Nearby settings will slide down over the page and display the
controls available for that page.

{iOS status bar}

Nearby

01

Save

Nearby settings
Gender:
02

Women only

Age range:

25 - 40

Distance from me:

10 miles

01

When tapped, the settings button changes to a “Save” button. Tapping the “Save” button applies the changes and
slides the overlay back up to the top of the screen.

02

The available settings will be:

1. Gender (sets the gender of the people to display). Options are:
		• Men
		• Women
		
• Men & women
2. Age range (dual drop-down menus for choosing minimum and maximum age)
3. Distance (sets the radius from the user’s current GPS location). Options are:
		
• 10 miles
		
• 25 miles
		
• 50 miles
		
• 100 miles
		
• 1000+ miles

JoannaBanana
34 Los Angeles, CA

8

Online

Online

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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Activity

D01

Activity Page - Incoming

The activity feed is displayed in reverse chronological order, and is implemented as an
“infinite scroll” page; where elements are loaded in batches of 30. The first 30 items are
loaded immediately when the page loads, and as the user scrolls down close to the end
of that list, another 30 items are loaded and the process repeats for as long as there are
elements in the past to be accessed. All items should remain cached until the page is
reloaded, when again only the first 30 items will be loaded.

{iOS status bar}

01

04

02

All Activity
Incoming
1

All

05

06

03

7

{ ad space }

12

01

“Hamburger menu” access button. Tapping this button reveals the menu via horizontal
slide transition. The content slides to the right to reval the menu “behind” it.

02

Centered at the top of the page is the title of the current view. Depending on the item
selected, the titles could be:

Nathalia98989 added you as a favorite

Incoming feeds are all the actions by other users affecting the user in question. These
will include: profile views received, Chat requests received, flirts received, emails
received, being added as a favorite by another user, and mutual “yeses” from the
Secret Admirer game.

Azadeh12218 sent you an email
Yesterday

Savitha86543 sent you a flirt
Carrie34819 sent you a chat request
Tuesday
Caroline98987 sent you a flirt
Heather12341 sent you a chat request
You and Yoomi98999 both said yes!
Angie56541 sen you an email

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Ad space.

06

Entries in the Activity feed will appear with a thumbnail, the title of the item, and an
indicator if the person is online (no indicator if the person is offline). Unread items
appear in emphasized text. Activity items will read as follows:
• [Username] wants to chat with you!
• [Username] sent you a flirt!
• [Username] sent you a message!
• [Username] added you as a favorite!
• [Username] viewed your profile!
• You and [Username] both said yes!
• [Username] updated their profile (applies only to users you’ve favorited)

• All Activity
• Chats
• Emails
• Flirts
• Favorites
• Views

Kathy87871 viewed your profile

07

05

The default selection will be the incoming “All” feed.
03

Buttons to toggle between icoming and outgoing feeds. The default is to show
incoming feeds.

04

Tab bar to toggle Activity views. Users can select any one of 5 options (Chat requests,
Emails sent, Smiles sent, Favorites, Views) to filter their content as well as the ‘All’
option which displays content from all those categories (aong with mutual yeses from
the Admirer game). Tapping an item in this bar highlights that option, and filters the view
of the activity feed to include only that content without re-loading the entire page.

Tapping an item in the activity feed takes you directly to that item based on the rules
below:
Messages/Flirts:		
Chat:			
Views/Faves:			
07

View the actual Message/Flirt
Go to the Chat
Go to the profile of the one who viewed/favorited

Interspersed between the content items is a date label to help indicate context. The
rules governing these are as follows:
• Items from today: no label
• Items from yesterday: “Yesterday”
• Items from 2-7 days ago: The day of the week (e.g. Thursday, Friday)
• Items older than 7 days: the date (e.g. Tue Dec 12, 2014)
When a user is scrolling down the page to view their activity, the tab bar should hide
itself up off the top of the screen to give the user more area to browse content. As
soon as the user switches direction and starts scrolling up, the tab bar should reappear
instantly and remain visible until the user switches direction again to scroll back down.

When viewing incoming activity, each tab (except the All tab) will have a badge
to indicate the number of unread items in that category. For the purposes of this
implementation, “unread” will be defined as it is currently is within the full website. In
other words, an item will be considered unread until that item has been viewed. The
“All” tab will have no badge.
When viewing outgoing activity, there will be no badging at all.

1.7.15
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Activity

D02

Activity Page - Outgoing

01

All

All Activity
Outgoing

02

02
{ ad space }

03

You added Nathalia98989 as a favorite
You sent Azadeh12218 an email
Yesterday
You sent Savitha86543 a flirt

You sent Caroline98987 a flirt
You sent Heather12341 a chat request
You and Yoomi98999 both said yes!
You sent Angie56541 an email

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

You sent Carrie34819 a chat request
04

Loading…

Entries in outgoing Activity feed will read as follows:

D04

If a user scrolls down too quickly and the feed is still being refreshed, an indiator will display during this time.

05

If the feed is unable to be refreshed because of a network or other error, a message will display.

06

Tapping the title reveals the incoming/outgoing switcher which is indicated by a corresponding icon.

Incoming
All
Chat
Messages
Flirt
Favorites
Views

Activity Page - Unable to Load Feed

You sent Savitha98981 a chat request

04

You sent Carrie34819 a chat request
Tuesday

You sent Savitha98981 a chat request

From the outgoing feed, if a non-subscriber taps the chat or message icon, they will see any incoming chat requests
(anonymously). Tapping one of them will take them to the subscription page. If they don’t have any chat requests,
the page should read “No conversations to view.” If the non-subscriber views outgoing chat activity, they will see a
message that reads something like “Subscribe now to chat with other JDaters!”)

• You sent a chat request to [Username]
• You sent [Username] a flirt!
• You sent [Username] a message!
• You added [Username] as a favorite!
• You viewed [Username]’s profile!
• You and [Username] both said yes!

You viewed Kathy87871’s profile
03

Activity Page - Loading

Outgoing feeds show all the actions by the user in question as they relate to other users on the site. These will include:
profile views of other users, Chat requests sent, flirts sent, emails sent, adding another user as a favorite, and mutual
“yeses” from the Secret Admirer game.

{iOS status bar}

01

D03

Shows the “outgoing” feed option selected.

You sent Carrie34819 a chat request
05

Unable to load feed

Outgoing

Everything below, including mutual yeses from the
Admirer game

Everything below, including mutual yeses from the
Admirer game

Incoming chat requests

Chat requests sent

Messages received

Messages sent

Flirts received

Flirts sent

Favorites by other users and
profile updates by users who are in your favorites.

Users who you have added to your favorites

Views of your profile by other users

Profiles of other people you’ve viewed

1.7.15
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Activity

D05

Activity Page - Non-subcscribers
{iOS status bar}

All Activity

Non-subscribers to JDate will see a slightly different version of their Activity feed. They will
still see the same types of notifications as subscribers, but depending on the type, some will
be anonymized.
01

Incoming

{ ad space }

Someone flirted with you!

Note that incoming chats, messages, flirts, and views are anonymized, while, favorites,
mutual yeses, and profile updates by favorites are not.

Someone sent you an email!01

Outgoing notifications will not be anonymized since the user already knows to
whom these messages were sent. Non-subscribers will see the following outgoing
notifications in their news feed:

Someone sent you an email!

• You sent a chat request to [Username]
• You sent [Username] a flirt!
• You sent [Username] a message!
• You added [Username] as a favorite!
• You viewed [Username]’s profile!
• You sent [Username] a card!
• You and [Username] both said yes!

Yesterday
Sandy7676 added you as a favorite
Someone sent you a chat request
Tuesday
You and Yoomi98999 both said yes!

02

Activity Page - Non subscribers
{iOS status bar}

All Activity

Non-subscribers will see the following incoming notifications in their news feed:
• Someone wants to chat with you!
• Someone sent you a flirt!
• Someone sent you a message!
• Someone viewed your profile!
• [Username] added you as a favorite!
• You and [Username] both said yes!
• [Username] updated their profile (applies only to users you’ve favorited)

All

D06

Outgoing

All
{ ad space }

02

Become a subscriber to
send unlimited messages!

The outgoing activity view will be mostly the same for subscribers and non-subscribers.
The obvious difference is non-subscribers will have no sent messages or chats (they
can still view, favorite, and flirt). If a user selects the outgoing Messages or Chats page,
they should see a message encouraging them to subscribe to gain the ability to send
messages or IM with people. Tapping anywhere on this image should take the user
directly to the subscription page.

Someone sent you an email!
Someone viewed your profile
Someone sent you an email!

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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Members Online

E01

Members online
{iOS status bar}

The members online page shows a list or grid of all the members currently online, according to the settings which are
configured in the settings section.
01

Members Online

01

Sort:

Distance

E02

Members online (hidden sort)
{iOS status bar}

Shows the number of matches and the sort method. Available sorting options are:
• Distance
• Newest Members
• Age
• Photo
• Last Updated

Members Online
03
{ ad space }

The default results sorting method should be “Distance”.
{ ad space }

Edith67376

32, Los Angeles, CA, USA

02

02

Online

Dolores90822sklac9893sjchbwks
32, Los Angeles, CA, USA

32, Los Angeles, CA, USA

Online

Sally67431

26, Los Angeles, CA, USA
2

Online

Cindy90123

28, Los Angeles, CA, USA

32, Los Angeles, CA, USA

Online

Each match will have the following attributes:
• Picture (with an indicator of the total number of photos)
• Username (truncated if necessary)
• Age
• Location
• Indicator if online (no indicator if offline)
Tapping an entry in the list will take the user directly to that user’s profile.

Online

Connie34911

Edith67376

The Members online page will also have a “pull to refresh” feature available

Dolores90822sklac9893sjchbwks
32, Los Angeles, CA, USA

Online

E03

Pull to refresh

03

Members online page

04

Members online will also have a pull to refresh option which will appear above the sort options. The implementation
should be the same as for the Nearby page.

Members Online

When a user is scrolling down the page to view members online, the sort bar should hide itself up off the top of the
screen to give the user more room to browse content. At the same time, the tab bar at the bottom should hide itself as
well. As soon as the user switches direction and starts scrolling up, the sort bar and tab bar should reappear instantly
and remain visible until the user switches direction again to scroll back down.

04

{iOS status bar}

Sort:

Pull to refresh

Distance

2

Natalie98123

25, Los Angeles, CA, USA
8

Online

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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Members Online

E04

Members online settings

If a user taps the settings gear on the Members Online page, the associated settings will slide down over the page and
display the controls available for that page.

{iOS status bar}

Members Online
Sort:
02

01

Save

DistanceNearby settings

Gender:

{ ad space }

Location
Edith67376

Women only
United States

32, Los Angeles, CA, USA
Age range:
Online

25 - 40

Languages
English
Dolores90822sklac9893sjchbwks

01

When tapped, the settings button changes to a “Save” button. Tapping the “Save” button applies the changes and
slides the overlay back up to the top of the screen.

02

The available settings will be:

1. Gender (sets the gender of the people to display). Options are:
		• Men
		• Women
		
• Men & women
2. Location (drop-down for selecting a country. Default is the country in which the user has registered)
3. Age range (dual drop-down menus for choosing minimum and maximum age)
4. Languages (drop-down menu for selecting a language)

32, Los Angeles, CA, USA

Online

Connie34911

32, Los Angeles, CA, USA

Online

Sally67431

26, Los Angeles, CA, USA
2

Online

Cindy90123

28, Los Angeles, CA, USA
2

Natalie98123

25, Los Angeles, CA, USA
8

Online

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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Secret Admirer

F01

Secret Admirer

The Secret Admirer page presents profile pictures of members to be voted on by users by saying Yes/No/Maybe. Users can
advance from photo to photo by tapping the action buttons or by swiping left for No, right for Yes, and down for Maybe.

{iOS status bar}

Secret Admirer

01

The username of the person in question. The entire username should display here without truncation.

02

The user’s picture will be the large square version of the profile picture. If there is no square photo for that user, the
user’s main profile picture will be used, shown as large as possible without being distorted (and without requiring
scrolling in any dimension.

BethanySunnyLongestProfile

01

03
04

Beneath the photo will be the user’s age and location.
The response bar has 3 buttons to choose from:
• Yes - registers a “yes” and advances the user to the next picture (the current photo transitions out to the left while the
next photo appears behind and is revealed when the previous photo disappears).
• Maybe - registers a “maybe” and advances the user to the next picture (the current photo transitions out to the
bottom of the screen while the next photo appears behind and is revealed when the previous photo disappears).
• No - registers a “no” and advances the user to the next picture (the current photo transitions out to the right while the
next photo appears behind and is revealed when the previous photo disappears).

02

28, Pacific Palisades, CA

03

YES

04

MAYBE

05

At the bottom of the page is a button to go to the stats page.

06

When tapped, the settings button changes to a “Done” button. Tapping the “Done” button applies the changes and
slides the overlay back up to the top of the screen.

07

The available settings will be:
1. Age range (dual drop-down menus for choosing minimum and maximum age)

NO

2. Location which will have a button to set the user’s current GPS location as well as the ability to choose by region.
08

05

Stats

Users can also tap to select a country/region/city from successive drop-down menus. If a user selects the United States
or Canada, a ZIP Code box will appear beneath the country. If a user selects another country, the appropriate region/
city drop-downs will follow the country selector.
At the top of the overlay, a back arrow will allow users to go back to the first screen showing age range. Users can also
tap “Save” at anytime to save the configuration and dismiss the overlay.

F02

Secret Admirer settings
{iOS status bar}

Secret Admirer

Secret Admirer settings
BethanySunnyLongestProfile
Age range:
Location

F03

25 - 40

07

United States

Secret Admirer settings (cont’d)
{iOS status bar}

Secret Admirer

Save

BethanySunnyLongestProfile
Secret Admirer settings

Use my current location

Country

08

Region

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Save

France
Il-de-France
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06

Secret Admirer

F04

Secret Admirer Stats

To play the Secret Admirer game, users can
either tap on the buttons beneath the photo,
or they can swipe the photo itself to the left,
right, or bottom. To reinforce the metaphor,
the photo should animate as it moves to the
left, right, or bottom even when the user taps
the button instead of flicking the photo directly.
The photos should be directly maniplative
by the users. So they shoud be able to tap
& drag the photo around the screen at will,
and where they release (plus the direction
of movement) should indicate whether the
system registers a “Yes”, “Maybe” or “No”.
For reference: see the user experience of the
Tinder app.

{iOS status bar}

Admirer

Stats

01

2

01

Both
said Yes
02

15

Yes

29

Maybe

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

60
No

The Secret Admirer stats page presents
historical statistics for how many mutual
yeses / yeses / maybes / nos the user
has chosen since they began playing the
game. Tapping one of the labels loads a
page showing all of the users who fit that
category.
The photo is being flicked to “yes”. As
the user swipes, a “Yes” label is attached
to the right edge of the photo to help
reinforce the selection.

03

The next photo in the queue is beginning
to be revealed behind the current photo.

04

As the user is about to swipe left to the
“Yes” option, the button is highlighted to
reinforce the selection.

05

Example showing the photo being
swiped right to “No”.

06

Example showing the photo being
swiped down to “Maybe”.

F05

“Yes” response

F06

“Yes” response

F07

“Maybe” response

{iOS status bar}

{iOS status bar}

{iOS status bar}

Secret Admirer

Secret Admirer

Secret Admirer

Carrie90129102910029
7647 online
JD logo

Carrie90129102910029
02

JD logo

All

Yes

All

Activity

03

7647 online

Activity

Activity

All

3

No

{ ad space }

3

Maybe
3

{ ad space }

BethanySunnyLongestProfile

Sally97698 sent you a flirt

{ ad space }

Carrie90129102910029
7647 online
JD logo

Sally97698 sent you a flirt

Yesterday
Sally97698 sent you a flirt

Kristen98071 sent you a flirt

Yesterday

MAYBE

Stats

Kristen98071 sent you a flirt

30, Santa
Monica, CA
05 Petra90111
sent you a flirt

30, Santa Monica, CA

Kristen98071 sent you a flirt

YES 04

Yesterday

NO

YES
MAYBE
Wendy65198 sent you a flirt

06
30, Santa
Monica,
Petra90111
sent
you a flirtCA

NO

YES
MAYBE
Wendy65198 sent you a flirt

Kristen98071 sent you a flirt

Kristen98071 sent you a flirt

Petra90111 sent you a flirt

Petra90111 sent you a flirt

Leslie61543 sent you a flirt

Leslie61543 sent you a flirt

Stats

NO

Stats

1.7.15
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Secret Admirer

F08

Individual stats

When a user taps on one of the Secret Admirer statistics, they will see a list of profiles
corresponding to the stat they tapped. In order to change their response, users swipe left to
reveal the Yes/No/Maybe buttons.

{iOS status bar}

Stats
02

You Said Maybe (29)

Sort:

01

Recently played

01

Shows the number of results based on what they tapped on (Yes/Maybe/No/Mutual
Yes).

02

The sort options for this page will behave like they do on the Members online page;
where the sort options are visible the very first time the user visits the page, and after 1
second they slide up and under the title bar. Users can reveal them again by scrolling to
the top of the page.

{ ad space }

Sort options will be the following:
• Match %
• Recently marked
• Distance

Swipe left to change your response 03

Edith67376

32, Encino, CA, USA

04

Online

Connie34911

32, Long Beach, CA, USA

Online

Sally67431

26, Pasadena, CA, USA
2

BethanySunny

27, Torrance, CA, USA

Online

Sarah12121

31, Long Beach, CA, USA

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Individual stats (change response)
{iOS status bar}

Stats

03

Indicates to the user they can swipe left to change their response.

04

Results appear just like search results, with the same data for each result.

05

Stats page with the sort options hidden.

06

When the user swipes left to reveal the Yes/No/Maybe buttons, the row slides out to the
left and is partially obscured. Tapping anywhere outside of the Yes/No/Maybe buttons
will act as a “cancel” and slide the row back to the right into position. If the user taps
either of the other two responses for the selected person, the row will slide back to
the right and continue sliding right off the screen (because the current list will no longer
include that person). Then, the rows beneath the just-removed row should slide up to
meet the rest of the rows above it.
When a user is scrolling down the page to view the Secret Admirer responses, the sort
bar should hide itself up off the top of the screen to give the user more room to browse
content. As soon as the user switches direction and starts scrolling up, the sort bar
should reappear instantly and remain visible until the user switches direction again to
scroll back down.

You Said Maybe (29)

05

{ ad space }

Swipe left to change your response

Edith67376

32, Los Angeles, CA, USA

The default sort will be “Recently played”

32, Los Angeles, CA, USA

Dolores90822sklac9893sjchbwks

F09

06

Dolores90822sklac9893sjchbwks
32, Encino, CA, USA

Online

Connie34911

32, Long Beach, CA, USA

Online

Sally67431

26, Pasadena, CA, USA
2

BethanySunny

27, Torrance, CA, USA
12

Online

Aimee901291909x

23, Hollywood, CA, USA

Online

Sarah12121

1.7.15
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My Matches

G01

Matches page
{iOS status bar}

01

Shows the number of matches.

My Matches

02

The sort options for this page will behave like they do on the Members online page; where the sort options are visible
the very first time the user visits the page, and after 1 second they slide up and under the title bar. Users can reveal
them again by scrolling to the top of the page. Available sorting options are:

12487 Matches

01

Sort:

02

The matches page dsplays people who match a user’s specified match criteria.

G02

Matches page (sort hidden)
{iOS status bar}

My Matches

04

{ ad space }

• Match %
• Newest Members
• Age
• Distance
• Last Updated

Match %

{ ad space }

Edith67376

32, Los Angeles, CA, USA

The default results sorting method should be “Match %”.

Edith67376
03

32, Los Angeles, CA, USA

Online

03

100% match

100% match
Connie34911

Tapping an entry in the list will take the user directly to that user’s profile.

Dolores90822sklac9893sjchbwks
32, Encino, CA, USA

32, Long Beach, CA, USA

99% match
Sally67431

26, Pasadena, CA, USA

Online

2 99% match

BethanySunny

27, Torrance, CA, USA

95% match

Online

Dolores90822sklac9893sjchbwks

Each match will have the following attributes:
• Picture (with an indicator of the total number of photos)
• Username (truncated if necessary)
• Age
• Location
• Match %
• Indicator if online (no indicator if offline)

04

Matches page with the sort options hidden.

04

The Matches page will also have a pull to refresh option which will appear above the sort options. The implementation
should be the same as for the Nearby page.
When a user is scrolling down the page to view matches, the sort bar should hide itself up off the top of the screen
to give the user more room to browse content. At the same time, the tab bar at the bottom should hide itself as well.
As soon as the user switches direction and starts scrolling up, the sort bar and tab bar should reappear instantly and
remain visible until the user switches direction again to scroll back down.

100% match

32, Encino, CA, USA

Online

G03

100% match

Pull to refresh
{iOS status bar}

My Matches
05

Pull to refresh

12487 Matches

Sort:

Match %

{ ad space }

Mandy12345

23, Venica, CA, USA

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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My Matches

G04

Matches settings

If a user taps the settings gear on the Matches page, the associated settings will slide down over the page and display the
controls available for that page.

{iOS status bar}

01

My Matches
Sort:

Save

12487 Matches
Matches
settings

Match %

Gender:

02

01

Age range:

Women only
{ ad space }

Location
Edith67376
Religion

25 - 40

02

32, Los Angeles, CA, USA

100% match

32, Encino, CA, USA

100% match
Connie34911

32, Long Beach, CA, USA

99% match
Sally67431

26, Pasadena, CA, USA

27, Torrance, CA, USA

My Matches

3. Location (a button to let users choose a location, and a button that immediately applies a GPS fix to determine the
location to use.

12487 Matches

Matches settings

03

Sort:

Match %

Use my current location

Country

France

Edith67376

32, Los Angeles, CA, USA

4. Religion (expands downward to display checklist of available religions.

Region

03

Back arrow to take the user back to the previous screen (users can also tap “Save” from this screen in lieu of having to
go back).

City

04

When selecting the option to choose a particular location users will select a country/region/city from successive dropdown menus. If a user selects the United States or Canada, a ZIP Code box will appear beneath the country. If a user
selects another country, the appropriate region/city drop-downs will follow the country selector.

100% match

Online

Il-de-France

Dolores90822sklac9893sjchbwks
32, Encino, CA, USA

Paris

100% match
Connie34911

32, Long Beach, CA, USA

Online

Sally67431

26, Pasadena, CA, USA

Online

2 99% match

Online

BethanySunny

27, Torrance, CA, USA

95% match

Mandy12345

Mandy12345

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

04

{ ad space }

95% match

23, Venica, CA, USA

Save

99% match

2 99% match

BethanySunny

{iOS status bar}

The available settings will be:

2. Age range (dual drop-down menus for choosing minimum and maximum age)

Any

Dolores90822sklac9893sjchbwks

Matches settings

When tapped, the settings button changes to a “Save” button. Tapping the “Save” button applies the changes and
slides the overlay back up to the top of the screen.

1. Gender (sets the gender of the people to display). Options are:
		• Men
		• Women
		
• Men & women

United States
Online

G05

Online

23, Venica, CA, USA

1.7.15
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My Matches

G06

Matches settings (cont’d)

01

When a user selects a religion in the matches settings overlay, the overlay will expand downward to allow users to
make their selections.

{iOS status bar}

My Matches
12487 Matches

Sort:

Matches settings

Match %

Save
01

Any

Reform

{ ad space }

Edith67376

32, Los Angeles, CA, USA
Conservative

Online

100% match

Orthodox
(Frum)
Dolores90822sklac9893sjchbwks
32, Encino, CA, USA

100%
match
Orthodox
(Baal
Teshuva)
Connie34911

Modern
32,Orthodox
Long Beach, CA, USA
99% match

Traditional
Sally67431

26, Pasadena, CA, USA

Online

Conservadox
2 99% match

BethanySunny

Hassidic
27, Torrance, CA, USA

Online

95% match

Reconstructionist

Mandy12345

23, Venica, CA, USA

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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Search

H01

Search

The search page allows users to find other users by filtering out certain criteria. When a user lands on this page, the
search will be retained, so the previous search settings will be pre-loaded. The appsearch page should function completely
independent of any other search (i.e. search on the full website).

{iOS status bar}

Search

01

Lookup

02

I’m a:

03

Age:

04

Location Near: Los Angeles, CA

05

seeking a
to

22

Picture profiles only?

06

Jewish members only?

07

New since:

yrs

Toggle to go between Search and Lookup options.

02

Buttons to determine which types of people should be returned in the results.

03

Dropdown menus for selecting the low and high age range to limit search results.

04

Leads to page where users can select radius and location to restrict search results

05 Checkbox to limit results to only profiles containing at least one photo.
		
06

Dropdown to limit results to only Jewish members.

07

Dropdown to limit results to users who have joined since a certain time. Options are:
• My last login
• 3 days ago
• 14 days ago
• 30 days ago
• 180 days ago
• 1 year ago or more

No pref.

08

Keywords:

09

More Options

10

28

01

likes, dislikes, hobbies, etc.

Search

08

Keyword search box

09

More search options

10

Search button to initiate search.

11

More (advanced) search options. Each row takes the user to a single page where they can choose what elements they
want to restrict. Selected options will be shown to the right of the row, and truncated if necessary.

H02

Advanced search
{iOS status bar}

Search

More Options

Updated since
Religion

No pref.
11

Any

Ethnicity

Never

Smoking

Socially, Frequ…

Drinking

5’0” - 6’0”
Any

Height
Body Style

Master’s Degr…

Education

Any

Keeps Kosher

Any

Goes to Temple

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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Search

H03

Advanced Search page

When a user taps on a section of the advanced search page, they will see a list of options to select. Tapping one will add a
mark and include that option in the filter. Tapping a marked option removes the mark and eliminates that option from the filter.

{iOS status bar}

Advanced

Religion

Any
Reform
Conservative
Orthodox (Frum)
Orthodox (Baal Teshuva)
Modern Orthodox

01

Selecting “All” will de-select any other options. Note: There should be no “All Jewish” option here since it’s the logical
equal to to the “Show Jewish Profiles only” in the main Search screen.

02

All of the advanced search options will be multiple checkboxes, except for “height” which will feature two drop-downs

H04

{iOS status bar}

Advanced

01

List of sections available in advanced search:
• Updated since
• Religion
• Ethnicity
• Smoking
• Drinking tendencies
• Height
• Body Style
• Education
• Who Keeps Kosher
• Who goes to Temple
• Has Kids
• Plan on having (more) children?
• Custody
• Activity level
• Languages spoken
• Willing to relocate?

Advanced search height filter

02

Height

From

5’0”

To

6’0”

Traditional
Conservadox
Hassidic
Reconstructionist

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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Search

H05

Edit search region

When the user taps the “Edit” button on the main search page to edit the region to focus their search, they arrive at this
page.

{iOS status bar}

Search
01

02

01

Region

Search within:

100

miles of

My current location

ZIP/Postal code

02

The “My current location” button will fill in the country/region/city information with the user’s current location.

03

Focus by ZIP code. Users can enter their ZIP to focus by ZIP or postal code (Canada).

04

Focus by region. Users can enter any country/state/region/city combination they like.

05

Some regions have only a country/region definition and do not list out the city as well. This is how that would look.

05

Member Lookup options are available from the toggle at the top of the page. After entering a valid member ID, the user
is taken to that user’s profile page. If an invalid (or blocked) ID is entered, the user will receive an error message pop-up.

91423

or

Member lookup
{iOS status bar}

Search

or
03

Allows users to set the radius around which the search will be focused. Options are: 5, 25, 50, 100, 500+

H07

H06

Lookup

Look up member ID or username

Find

Edit search region

04

Country Ile de France

or

State/region France

Country Mexico

City Paris
05

State/region Baja California

Use current location

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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Search

H08

01
02

Search Results - grid view

Search
Sort:

After initiating a search, the user sees the search results page.

{iOS status bar}

01

Button to return to the search page. The title of the page should be the number of results found.

487 results

02

Sort options should be:

Distance

Sarah94881

• Newest Members
• Age
• Distance
• Last Updated

03

Ellie98981

Jenny21988

Kim21293

H09

Results - pop out
{iOS status bar}

Search
Sort:

Distance
Ellie98981
Jenny21988
JoannaBanana

Sarah94881

The default results sorting method should be “Distance”.

4
Connie87881

04

Amber91222

5
Judy98982

Terry55441

9
Becky09812

12

9

12

Becky76766

Petra91814

2
Connie09127

Toggle to switch between grid view and list view of the results
Grid results should display in rows and columns. The sort should go across the top row from left to right, then across
the second row in the same direction, and onwards throughout the results. The results should each display the following
information as applicable:
• Main photo of the user (cropped as necessary)
• Username (truncated if necessary)
• Number of photos uploaded
• Online status indicator (if online, otherwise no indicator)

4
Connie87881

06

05

Ad space.

06

When a user taps a result from the grid view, the photo should animate as it enlarges to show a preview of the profile
centered on the screen. In this enlarged view, it will show the username, Secret Admirer status, # of photos, online
indicator, as well as basic info (age, marital status, orientation, % match, location, and religion). There is a button launch
the full profile page, or the user can tap the close button in the corner or anywhere outside of the preview to dismiss it.

5

Kim21293

Terry55441

Olivia12234

7

6

10

Tara44568

2

8

12

Amber91222

Judy98982

The results page should be implemented as an infinite scroll page, with the same mechanism as used for the Activity
page.

2

11

Tara23891

04

Darla09012

11

Sophia54327

03

7

6
Monique12121

Tasha67120

Shana91233

Olivia12234

10

Tara44568

2

8

12

487 results

Monique12121

Darla09012

4

9

12

11

34 Single Female seeking men 97% match
Becky09812
Tasha67120
Sophia54327
Petra91814
Los Angeles, CA
Religion: Reform

9
Shana91233

Full12Profile
Becky76766

2

11

Tara23891

2

Connie09127

Note: Secret Admirer status should ONLY appear if the person has already been rated as Y/N/M.

9
05

12

{ ad space }

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

11

2

When a user is scrolling down the page to view search results, the sort bar should hide itself up off the top of the screen
to give the user more space to browse content. As soon as the user switches direction and starts scrolling up, the sort
bar should reappear instantly and remain visible until the user switches direction again to scroll back down.

9

12

2

11

{ ad space }
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Search

H10

Search Results - list view

Search
Sort:

Search results list view

{iOS status bar}

01

Results show the username, age, location, and online status. Each photo shows the number of photos that user has
uploaded. Tapping a result goes to that user’s profile page.

487 results

02

With the Member lookup text box visible, a user can enter a member ID or username to perform a search. Tapping
“Find” will move the user to the results page.

Distance

{ ad space }

H11

{iOS status bar}

Search
Look up member ID or username

When a user is scrolling down the page to view search results, the sort bar should hide itself up off the top of the screen
to give the user more space to browse content. As soon as the user switches direction and starts scrolling up, the sort
bar should reappear instantly and remain visible until the user switches direction again to scroll back down.

I’m a:
Age:

Edith67376

32, Los Angeles, CA, USA

01

32, Encino, CA, USA

Connie34911

Find

seeking a
to

22

yrs

28

Location Near: Los Angeles, CA

Dolores90822sklac9893sjchbwks
Online

Member Lookup

02

Picture profiles only?

32, Long Beach, CA, USA

New since:

No pref.

Sally67431

Updated since:

No pref.

Online

26, Pasadena, CA, USA
2

BethanySunny

27, Torrance, CA, USA

Online

Sarah12121

31, Long Beach, CA, USA

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Keywords:

likes, dislikes, hobbies, etc.

More Options
Search
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Search

H12

List view lookup results

Results page for Member lookup. Results should display in order of match to the query—best to worst.

{iOS status bar}

Search Member Lookup
Find

Sarah

117 results

01

01

List view results will display the same information as for search results, with the difference being that the user will have
the ability to refine their query from the same page instead of having to go “back” to the main query page as for search.

02

Grid view results will display the same information as for search results, with the difference being that the user will have
the ability to refine their query from the same page instead of having to go “back” to the main query page as for search.
When a user is scrolling down the page to view lookup results, the the lookup bar and results bar with grid/list toggle
should hide themselves up off the top of the screen to give the user more space to browse content. As soon as the user
switches direction and starts scrolling up, the lookup bar and results bar should reappear instantly and remain visible
until the user switches direction again to scroll back down.

H13

Grid view lookup results
{iOS status bar}

Search Member Lookup
Find

Sarah

117 results

02
Sarah94881

Ellie98981

{ ad space }

Jenny21988

Kim21293

{ ad space }

Sarah67376

32, Los Angeles, CA, USA

Sarah87878

4
Sarah94881

8

12

Ellie98981

Jenny21988

2
Kim21293

Online
SarahBear

32, Long Beach, CA, USA

Online

4
Sarah94881

SwankySarah

26, Pasadena, CA, USA
2

Ellie98981

4
Sarah94881

8

12

Jenny21988

Kim21293

8

12

Ellie98981

2

Jenny21988

2
Kim21293

SexySarah

27, Torrance, CA, USA

4

Online

SillySarah

Sarah94881

8

12

Ellie98981

Jenny21988

2
Kim21293

28, Norwalk, CA, USA

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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Profile

J01

The Profile page is one of the central pieces of our hierarchy. This is where users learn about
someone and where they go to initiate contact.

Profile Page

01

{iOS status bar}

01

JoannaBanana

02

The Secret Admirer icon displays in the top right corner. f a user is viewing the profile of
someone they have previously rated, the label they applied at that time will be displayed instead
of the generic Secret Admirer icon. If the user had said “Yes” to this person and they also said
yes, the icon would be indicate that it’s a mutual ‘yes’.

03

The user’s main profile picture. The photo will be the square version of the uncropped photo
(high res). Tapping the photo will display it full-screen (uncropped).

04

Indicator for the number of photos the user has uploaded (non-interactive).

06

Summary details for the user. These shall include:
• Marital Status (Single, Divorced, Separated, Widowed)
• Seeking Men/Women
• Age (xx years old)
• Location (City, State or City, Country)
• Match percentage (xx% match)
• Religion (Conservative, Reform, culturally Jewish, etc)

03

05

06

Chat Now

9

Email Me

34 Single Female Seeking Men

97% match

Los Angeles, CA

06

In My
Own Words

My
Details

My Ideal
Match

About Me			
Cesequosa cor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
iOS app {JD} Wireframes

“Communication buttons for Chat, Email, Flirt, and Favorite.
“Chat Now” button appears if the user is online. Tapping it sends a chat request and loads a
new chat screen (via horizontal slide transition from right to left). Note: If the user has chatted
with this person in the past, the new IM should appear in the existing conversation thread,
unless the user has deleted the thread. If a non-subscriber taps this, they are taken to the
“Subscribe” page. Tapping the flirt button immediately sends a generic Flirt to the person being
viewed. Tapping Favorite adds the person as a favorite or removes that person as a favorite.
The button must visually indicate whether the user is currently a favorite. Tapping “Email me”
takes the user to the compose email screen. Again, non-subscribers see the appropriate
“Subscribe” page.

Religion: Reform
07

08

Users can swipe left or right to navigate to the next or previous profile in the list they were
looking at prior to arriving at this page. If there is no other profile to navigate to in one or both
directions (eg. if the user tapped on the profile from an incoming email), then upon swiping, the
profile should nudge left or right only slightly, and then snap back into place. Swiping transition
should be a horizontal slide.The username must appear complete without truncating (reducinng
font size if necessary).

02

04

The user’s name appears with a ‘back’ indicator which takes the user back to the screen they
were on before they got to the profile page.

the other person has entered. On load, the “In My Own Words” section must be
selected. The included sections will be: In My Own Words, My Details, My Ideal Match.

07

If a user is offline (or has turned off IM), the “Chat Now” button will be grayed out and
will display their last login in the following format (rounded up to the nearest integer):
• If less than 1 hour ago: 1 minute ago / xx minutes ago
• If ≥1 hour ago but >1 day ago: 1 hour ago / xx hours ago
• If ≥1 day ago but >1 week ago: 1 day ago / xx days ago
• If ≥1 week ago but >1 month ago: 1 week ago / xx weeks ago
• If ≥1 month ago but >1 year ago: 1 month ago / xx months ago
• If ≥1 year ago: 1 year ago / xx years ago

09

When a user sends a flirt, a message appears at the top of the screen for 1 second
before disappearing automatically (fade out transition). There should also be a success
chime.

J02

Profile page - user is offline

Last Login:
1 day ago 08

Email Me

34 Single Female Seeking Men

97% match

Los Angeles, CA
Religion: Reform
J03

Sent Flirt confirmation
{iOS status bar}

JoannaBanana
09

Flirt sent!

Detailed profile information. Users can tap each of these sections to view the personal details

1.7.15
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Profile

J04

Profile Page scroll transition
{iOS status bar}

{iOS status bar}

{iOS status bar}

{iOS status bar}

{iOS status bar}

JoannaBanana

JoannaBanana

JoannaBanana

JoannaBanana

JoannaBanana

Chat Now
Chat Now

Email Me

34 Single Female Seeking Men

9

Chat Now
Los Angeles, CA
Religion: Reform

In My About MyMy IdealMy Ideal
Intro
Q&A
Own
Words MeDetails
Match Match
About Me			
Cesequosa cor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
While viewing a profile page, the user has the
ability to scroll down to view all the details.
When doing this, to accomodate the need
for greater real estate for viewing details, the
profile picture will shrink as described herein.

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

97% match

In My
Own Words

In My
Own Words

My
Details

My Ideal
Match

About Me			

Religion: Reform

4

97% match

Religion: Reform

Los Angeles, CA
97% match

34 Single Female Seeking Men

Los Angeles, CA

Email Me

34 Single Female Seeking Men

Email Me

34 Single Female Seeking Men

Chat Now

My
Details

My Ideal
Match

About Me			
Cesequosa cor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
Iqui inis dolland ellitat emquatus delis di te
Debistib usapietur a volorunti untio ea

As the user scrolls down the page, the profile
picture will begin shrinking proportionally.
Initially, the anchor point will be the bottom
left corner. Once the profile picture’s top
edge emerges from behind the translucent
username banner, the anchor point will
switch to the bottom left corner. As the photo
is shrinking, the user will be able to see the
other photos in that user’s profile as there is
room to show them. This transition should
happen in real time and be regulated by the
speed at which the user scrolls the page.

Email Me

Cesequosa cor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
Iqui inis dolland ellitat emquatus delis di
te Debistib usapietur a volorunti untio ea
Igent fugiant minusanis ute nonsequis sum
voluptati offictem inverferia iunt qui restrunt
utet quia est, non nobitate nus cum harum
velit ommolecti commo es abo. Et Rionectist volor rem que iusae. Eperias restiis
Shows the continued shrinking of the
profile photos in real time as the user keeps
scrolling down.

Note: At any time the user can tap on a
photo to view it fullscreen and swipe between
all the other photos in that person’s profile.

About
Email Me
ChatMe			
Now
97% match

Los Angeles, CA
Religion: Reform

In My
Own Words

My
Details

My Ideal
Match

About Me			
Cesequosa cor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
Iqui inis dolland ellitat emquatus delis di te
Debistib usapietur a volorunti untio ea Igent
fugiant minusanis ute nonsequis sum voluptati offictem inverferia iunt qui restrunt utet
quia est, non nobitate nus cum harum velit
ommolecti commo es abo. Et Rionectist
volor rem que iusae. Eperias restiis da accullu ptatibus sed qui vitia nihicatia isinven
danture
mpeliam,
et eatia
quiprofile
alignam
Once
all of
the photos
in the
areutem
able

to fit at the top of the page, they will cease
shrinking and become fully anchored in
place.

Cesequosa cor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
Iqui inis dolland ellitat emquatus delis di te
Debistib usapietur a volorunti untio ea Igent
fugiant minusanis ute nonsequis sum voluptati offictem inverferia iunt qui restrunt utet
quia est, non nobitate nus cum harum velit
ommolecti commo es abo. Et Rionectist
volor rem que iusae. Eperias restiis da accullu ptatibus sed.
I’m Looking For			
Peligeni re perupti nonseque nia quiassi ipsantibusam fugia cum aut eaquis estiunt.
Rum, net molenimus, sumquost faccus eum
harum, nonese volupta quatetur rerovid ut
unt perecta endella tusandi tionsequi soluptae consequi ut pro vero que nullatem fa
Ritat. Loribus mostia pa quatis nusda veliqui
As the user continues to scroll, the Chat
Now/Email/Favorite/Flirt buttons will remain
anchored while everything else on the page
scrolls underneath.
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Profile Page Transition cont’d
{iOS status bar}

{iOS status bar}

{iOS status bar}

{iOS status bar}

{iOS status bar}

JoannaBanana

JoannaBanana

JoannaBanana

JoannaBanana

JoannaBanana

Ask me for more
photos!
Chat Now

Email Me

34 Single Female Seeking Men

9

Chat Now

97% match

Religion: Reform

4

In My
Own Words

Religion: Reform

My
Details

My Ideal
Match

About Me			
Cesequosa cor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
While viewing a profile page, the user has the
ability to scroll down to view all the details.
When doing this, to accomodate the need
for greater real estate for viewing details, the
profile picture will shrink as described herein.

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

97% match

Los Angeles, CA

Los Angeles, CA

In My
Own Words

Email Me

34 Single Female Seeking Men

Email Me

34 Single Female Seeking Men

Chat Now

My
Details

My Ideal
Match

About Me			
Cesequosa cor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
Tum natium inctas aut que non porioss ectatur? Ic to blacillicate esti am, optaque

This person has only one photo in their
profile, as the user begins scrolling down to
view more content, a silhouette (design TBD)
appears in place of the second photo and
behaves in the exact same way.

Ask me for
more photos!

Chat Now
97% match

34 Single Female Seeking Men

Los Angeles, CA

Los Angeles, CA

Religion: Reform

Religion: Reform

In My
Own Words

My
Details

My Ideal
Match

About Me			
Cesequosa cor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
Tum natium inctas aut que non porioss
ectatur? Ic to blacillicate esti am, optaque
Molorit, consequia es rest as evelique cum
quatur as as re pro tem dolenih iliciae cusant quam atibus eari im velis min corepudae voles expedi tem. Sendelent iliquaspe
veliquis earchil itatumquis repudania non
nonetur sam, nis invere cus et venes as velis
nos re ende vel eatenis nusae nim ut harion
Once the page has scrolled sufficiently to
allow 3 photos to be viewed, if there is only 1
photo for that user, the other two silhouette
spaces should display some text that reads
something like “Ask me for more photos!”
which will send a flirt to that member asking
them for more photos.

Email Me

In My
Own Words

My
Details

97% match

My Ideal
Match

About Me			
Cesequosa cor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
Tum natium inctas aut que non porioss
ectatur? Ic to blacillicate esti am, optaque
Molorit, consequia es rest as evelique cum
quatur as as re pro tem dolenih iliciae cusant quam atibus eari im velis min corepudae voles expedi tem. Sendelent iliquaspe
veliquis earchil itatumquis repudania non
nonetur sam, nis invere cus et venes as velis
nos re ende vel eatenis nusae nim ut harion
If a user has two photos, the behavior will
be exactly the same as if there is only one
photo, with the last silhouette displaying
something like “Ask me for more photos!”
which behaves the same as explained
previously.

About
Email Me
ChatMe			
Now
Cesequosa cor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
Tum natium inctas aut que non porioss
ectatur? Ic to blacillicate esti am, optaque
Molorit, consequia es rest as evelique cum
quatur as as re pro tem dolenih iliciae cusant quam atibus eari im velis min corepudae voles expedi tem. Sendelent iliquaspe
veliquis earchil itatumquis repudania non
nonetur sam, nis invere cus et venes as velis
nos re ende vel eatenis.
I’m Looking For		
Es quid quae peliquatem qui comnis de
que praeceriam nis im faccae cum quo inus
sitatis doluptae magnatur? Te venimodicias
eum reic tet quoditat et audant ommoluptiis
magnam erum ipit, consequ amendebis
solesequis quiberem doluptatus eniandi tet
et quaeste mporianditis mi, ea sanimaio. Et
estiam nobit fuga. Neque reperum faceaqui
If someone has more than 3 photos,
the photos will continue to shrink until
they reach a minimum size (TBD). This
should accomodate between 4-6 photos
horizontally. If the minimum height is
reached and there are still more photos to
be displayed, then the user will be able to
scroll the photo bar to the left to display the
additional photos (also in this case, there
should be a partial photo “peeking” on the
right to indicate there are more photos to
view.
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Profile Page Transition cont’d
{iOS status bar}

{iOS status bar}

{iOS status bar}

{iOS status bar}

JoannaBanana

JoannaBanana

JoannaBanana

JoannaBanana

Ask me for photos!

Ask me for photos!

Ask me for photos!

Ask me for photos!

Chat Now

Email Me

34 Single Female Seeking Men

Email Me
ChatMe			
Now
About
97% match

Los Angeles, CA
Religion: Reform

Chat Now
Chat Now

34 Single Female Seeking Men

Email Me

34 Single Female Seeking Men

97% match

Religion: Reform

4

In My
Own Words

Religion: Reform

My
Details

My Ideal
Match

About Me			
Cesequosa cor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
If a user doesn’t have any photos to display,
a large silhouette will display with a call to
action to ask for photos via flirt.

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

97% match

Los Angeles, CA

Los Angeles, CA

In My
Own Words

Email Me

My
Details

My Ideal
Match

About Me			
Cesequosa cor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
Tum natium inctas aut que non porioss ectatur? Ic to blacillicate esti am, optaque

The scrolling behavior with no photos
works in the same way as with real photos;
substituting the silhouettes.

In My
Own Words

My
Details

My Ideal
Match

About Me			
Cesequosa cor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
Tum natium inctas aut que non porioss
ectatur? Ic to blacillicate esti am, optaque
Molorit, consequia es rest as evelique cum
quatur as as re pro tem dolenih iliciae cusant quam atibus eari im velis min corepudae voles expedi tem. Sendelent iliquaspe
veliquis earchil itatumquis repudania non
nonetur sam, nis invere cus et venes as velis
nos re ende vel eatenis nusae nim ut harion
When there are no photos, the scrolling will
lock at the same location as for 3 photos.

Cesequosa cor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
Tum natium inctas aut que non porioss
ectatur? Ic to blacillicate esti am, optaque
Molorit, consequia es rest as evelique cum
quatur as as re pro tem dolenih iliciae cusant quam atibus eari im velis min corepudae voles expedi tem. Sendelent iliquaspe
veliquis earchil itatumquis repudania non
nonetur sam, nis invere cus et venes as velis
nos re ende vel eatenis nusae nim ut harion
am, nis invere cus et venes as velis nos re
ende vel eatenis.
I’m Looking For		
Es quid quae peliquatem qui comnis de
que praeceriam nis im faccae cum quo inus
sitatis doluptae magnatur? Te venimodicias

Once the silhouettes have locked, the rest
of the page will scroll beneath them (and the
contact buttons) just like as for profiles with
3+ photos.
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Example of mosaic / scrapbook pull-down
{iOS status bar}

JoannaBanana

01

From the top of the profile page, a user can swipe down to reveal a mosaic view. This view should display all of the photos
they have uploaded, sized to fill up the whole screen. The exact layout will be defined in the design phase. This offers people
a quick way to glace at all of the photos uploaded by a particular user with a single flick of the finger.
01

Scrolling down from the top of the profile page reveals the mosaic.

02

The username title bar should still be visible at the top of the page while in mosaic view, so the user can still make
reference to the person whose photos they’re viewing. Tapping on any of the photos launches the fullscreen viewer just
as before.

03

A close button should be visible on the screen during mosaic view and should remain anchored in place at all times (it
should scroll away as the user scrolls back down to view the main profile)

04

At the “top” of the mosaic view when all of the pictures have been displayed, there should be a call to action button
enticing users to send a message to the person whose photos they’ve just viewed.

J08

In My Own Words (scrolled down)
{iOS status bar}

02

JoannaBanana

03

Send me a messa

ge

04

9

Chat Now

Email Me

34 • Single Female

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

97% match
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In My Own Words

01

JoannaBanana

Email Me

34 Single Female Seeking Men

97% match

J10

• About me
• I’m looking for
• My perfect first date
• My ideal relationship
• My past relationships
• My personality is best described as…
• In my free time I enjoy…
• In my free time I like to go to…
• My favorite physical activities
• I own these pets
• My favorite foods
• My favorite music
• I like to read

{iOS status bar}

Chat Now

The “In My Own Words” section is sub-divided into a number of categorized sections. These sections will be (in order):

02

{iOS status bar}

JoannaBanana

In Chat
my free
time I like
to go
Email
Meto
Now
Art Galleries, Comedy Clubs, Concerts,
Live theater, movies, museums, restaurants

Example of what the page looks like as it’s scrolled down.

Los Angeles, CA

My favorite physical activities
Biking, Bowling, Hiking, Dancing, Tennis/
Racquet Sports, Soccer, Wrestling,
Football, Badminton, Squash, Handball,
Ballet, Canoeing, Hangliding, Curling

Religion: Reform
01

In My
Own Words

My
Details

About Me			

My Ideal
Match

Cesequosa cor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
Tum natium inctas aut que non porioss
ectatur? Ic to blacillicate esti am, optaque
Molorit, consequia es rest as evelique cum
quatur as as re pro tem dolenih iliciae cusant quam atibus eari im velis min corepudae
voles expedi tem. Sendelent iliquaspe veliquis earchil itatumquis repudania non nonetur sam, nis invere cus et venes as velis nos
re ende vel eatenis nusae nim ut harion

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

In My Own Words (scrolled down)

02

I own these pets
Dog, cat, hamster, parakeet, bald eagle,
bee colony, mantis shrimp, pterodactyl
My favorite music
Dance/Electronica, Oldies, Pop/Top 40
I like to read
magazines, periodicals, books, comics,
newspapers
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My Details

01

The Physical Info section of “My Details” is the first section that will display. This section will contain:

J12

My Ideal match

• Height
• Hair color
• Eye color
• Body type
• Weight

{iOS status bar}

JoannaBanana

{iOS status bar}

JoannaBanana

Beneath the “Physical Info” section will be the “Lifestyle” section. This section will contain:

Chat Now

• Relocation
• Children
• Custody
• Plan on having kids
• I keep Kosher
• I go to Synagogue
• I smoke
• I drink
• Zodiac sign
• Activity level

Email Me

34 Single Female Seeking Men

97% match

Los Angeles, CA

Beneath the “Lifestyle” section is the “Background” section. This section has the following information:
Note: The “religion” question will not be featured here since it has been moved to the main area of the profile page

Religion: Reform
01

In My
Own Words

My
Details

My Ideal
Match

• I grew up in
• My ethnicity is
• I speak
• I studied
• Education
• Occupation
• Occupation description
• Annual income
• Political orientation

Info About Me
Height:
6’ 3” (190 cm)
Hair:
Blonde
Eyes:
Blue
Relationship Status:
iOS app {JD} Wireframes

02

The “My ideal match” tab will have the following data:
• I’m looking for
• Age range
• Relationship status		
• Religious background (does not include the three non-Jewish options)
• Education level
• Drinking habits
• Smoking habits

Email Me

Chat Now

34 Single Female Seeking Men

97% match

Los Angeles, CA
Religion: Reform

In My
Own Words

My
Details

My Ideal
Match

I’m Looking For a:
Date, Friend
Age:
24-30
Relationship Status:
Single, Divorced
Religious Background:
Reform

1.7.15
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Photo fullscreen

01

{iOS status bar}

02
02

03

When a user taps on another user’s profile photo to view it fullscreen, there are some controls available to go between
photos. In addition to the controls below, users can swipe left and right to move between photos. At the top left of the
screen will be a translucent button for dismissing the fullscreen photo and returning the user to the previous screen.
This button may or may not partially obscure the photo, depending on the aspect ratio of the photo itself.
The photo will display as large as possible without cropping or stretching. Tapping the photo will act as a toggle for
hiding and showing the dismissal and prev/next/slideshow controls. This enables the user to view the photo completely
unencumbered.

03

Caption

04

Beneath the photo will be buttons for viewing the previous and next photo.

05

If a user taps on the Secret Admirer button, the three options will slide down and the user can rate the person in
question, or change their rating if they’ve already rated that person. Tapping one of the options dismisses all of the
buttons and changes the icon in the top right corner if necssary. The icon can have one of 5 states:
• No Rating - shown if the user has not rated the person via the Secret Admirer game
• Yes - shown if the user has rated the person with a “Yes”
• Maybe - shown if the user has rated the person with a “Maybe”
• No - shown if the user has rated the person with a “No”
• Mutual Yes - shown if the user has rated the person with a “Yes” AND that person has alsi rated them a “Yes”.
Note: If a user receives an email notifying them of a potential Secret Admirer and they click on the link in the email to
open the app, when they view the profile they should see it with the YNM buttons visible as shown here.

J14

Secret Admirer button
{iOS status bar}

JoannaBanana

Yes

Maybe

No

Email Me

Chat Now

34 Single Female Seeking Men

97% match

Los Angeles, CA
Religion: Reform

In My
Own Words

My
Details

My Ideal
Match

I’m Looking For a:
Date, Friend
Age:
24-30

04

Caption goes here Soluptur, occuptur? Unti as
amenem etur sinuscia dolora corerfe rnatiam
veroreh entias vit fugia nime et et res
05

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Relationship Status:
Single, Divorced
Religious Background:
Reform
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Blocking users

Users can block other users according to the rules below.
01

{iOS status bar}

JoannaBanana

Chat Now

A user that has already been blocked will show up with an “Unblock” button instead of a Block button. Tapping
“Unblock” opens the same panel as for any other user, but the user can uncheck any boxes they want to unblock the
user.

03

A user can block another user in three ways
1. Block the user from contacting me — the blocked user will be unable to flirt, message, chat, or directly contact the
“blocker” in any way through JDate’s mobile app, website, or full website.

Occupation:
Homemaking/Child rearing

2. Block the user from viewing my profile in their search resuls — the blocked user will be unable to view the “blocker”
in search results (including Nearby, Members Online, Matches, and Secret Admirer) through JDate’s mobile app,
website, or full website.

Occupation description:
(not answered yet)

2. Block this user from showing up in my search results — the blocked user will not show up to the “blocker” in search
results, matches, or in any other way except for doing a username search.
04

Annual Income:
(not answered yet)

J15

“Cancel” and “Block” buttons allow the user to confirm the block or to cancel it.

Unblock button

Political Orientation:
(not answered yet)

Occupation:
Homemaking/Child rearing

My Religion:
Conservative

Occupation description:
(not answered yet)

Block

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

01

Report

Blocking options

At the bottom of every profile page (except a user’s own profile) will be subtle “Block” and “Report” buttons. Tapping
“Block” will bring up an action sheet-style menu for choosing how the user will be blocked. This menu should slide up
from the bottom of the screen. Tapping “Report” will bring up the reporting interface where users can report someone
for misconduct. (See D16)

02

Email Me

J16

Unblock

02

{iOS status bar}

JoannaBanana

Chat Now

Email Me

Occupation:
Homemaking/Child rearing
Occupation description:
(not answered yet)

Annual Income:
(not answered yet)
Block this user from contacting me
Political Orientation:
Block this user from appearing in
(not answered yet)
my search results
03

My Religion:
Block this user from viewing my
Conservative
profile in their search results
Report

04

Cancel

Block
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Report Abuse

Users have the ability to report someone else for inappropriate behavior. The Report Abuse screen can be accessed via the
‘Report’ button at the bottom of a user’s profile page, or by tapping ‘Report abuse’ from within a chat conversation. Users
can only report another user one time. After that the report button is grayed out and is inactive.

{iOS status bar}

JoannaBanana
To keep our sites clean and comfortable for
everyone, you can let us know if you’ve seen
anything inappropriate or that violates our site rules,
including:

01

The Report Abuse sheet will slide up from the bottom of the screen and present the user with some text and 8 different
options. A user may select only one option to indicate the manner in which the person was inappropriate. Tapping
“Report” will send off a report and present a confirmation message.

02

Message that displays after a user files a report on another user.

03

If a user selects the folllowing abuse reasons: Contact information in profile / Inappropriate photos / Fake profile
The user will simply make a selection and tap “Report”. If the user selects any of the other reasons, i.e. Harassment /
Illegal activity / Inappropriate language / Inappropriate IM/Chat content / Other

Contact information in profile

Chat Now

Email Me

Then the user will be asked to describe the complaint in plain text. The text box should appear beneath the reason that
was selected, and should not appear if the user selects a reason that does not require a description.

Occupation:
Inappropriate photos
Homemaking/Child rearing
01

Fake profile
Occupation description:
(not answered yet)
Harassment

J18

{iOS status bar}

Annual Income:
Illegal activity
(not answered
yet)

JoannaBanana

PoliticalInappropriate
Orientation: language
(not answered yet)
Inappropriate IM/Chat content
My Religion:
Conservative
Other
Block
Cancel

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Unblock button

Report

02

J19

Report Abuse (cont’d)
{iOS status bar}

JoannaBanana
To keep our sites clean and comfortable for
everyone, you can let us know if you’ve seen
anything inappropriate or that violates our site rules,
including:

Contact information in profile

Chat Now

Email Me

Occupation:
Inappropriate photos
Homemaking/Child rearing
Fake profile
Occupation description:
(not answered yet)
Harassment

Annual Income:
Pleaseyet)
describe your complaint
(not answered
against this member:

Thank you for reporting your concern about this
member. We appreciate all input that will help keep
our sites relationship-friendly.

Political
03 Orientation:
(not answered yet)

Our customer service team will promptly review your
concern and take appropriate action.

My Religion:
Conservative
Illegal activity

Chat Now

Email Me
OK

Block
Inappropriate
language
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My Profile

The My Profile page is almost identical to the profile of another user. This page will omit the Email/Flirt/Chat/Favorite buttons
since they do not apply.
{iOS status bar}

JoannaBanana

01

There will be an edit button in the top right corner of the page. Tapping this will launch into “edit” mode which allows
the user to tap any section to edit it. The transition into “Edit” should be a horizontal slide that pushes the entire profile
down to display the instructional text and “Done” button.

02

The summary detail information is unchanged except there is no match percentage displayed.

03

When in edit mode, the “Edit” button changes to “Save”. The profile is pushed down a bit to make room for the text
that reads ‘Tap any section to edit’.

04

When the user taps anywhere on their username, they will be able to edit it right inline. The keyboard slides up, and
when the user taps “Done” the name will be saved and the keyboard will recede.

Edit

9
34 Single Female Seeking Men

01

K02

02

Religion: Reform

In My
Own Words

03

My
Details

My Ideal
Match

About Me			
Cesequosa cor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
Ad ea deliquo maximpo ristia quaspit iis

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Edit section page: Username
{iOS status bar}

Done

Tap any section to edit

JoannaBanana

04

Edit mode
{iOS status bar}

Los Angeles, CA

K03

Tap any section to edit

JoannaBanana

4

Done

Chat Now

Send Email

34 • Single • Woman seeking men
Los
CA About
InAngeles
My
My Ideal

Own Words

Me

Match

About My Ideal
IntroMe
Q&A
About
Match
Me
Nam ant, con ped quam utatectum
quiassunt ut volendes nobis autem
dolorum in eius in{ browser
nobis
doluptatat Done
chrome }
aut doluptatem ut in pore quodici sinctatia
quat quiducius, solorro viduntio qui dem
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Edit section page: Basic info overlay

01

{iOS status bar}

Tap any section to edit

Cancel

Save

Done

02

Marital status
Single

03

01

Gender

K05

While in Edit mode when a user taps on the “basic info” section (below the profile picture) they will see an overlay
where they can edit all of that information, as shown here. The overlay should transition with a quick fade in and
disappear with a complementary fade out.
The location field will be one of the following configurations depending on the country selected (see E05 & E06 below):
• Country / Zip
• Country / Region
• Country / Region / City
Some sections to be edited will contain free-form text fields. Editing those fields will also be an overlay and they will
look like this. As the user scrolls upward, the Save and Cancel buttons will be anchored to the top of the screen with
the rest of the content scrolling underneath.

Country/Region location

I’m looking for

Mexico

Date of birth

Baja California

9

12/31/1980
34 Single Female Seeking Men

Religion

97% match

Los Angeles, CA
K06

Religion:
Reform
Conservative

In My
Location 02
Own Words
USA

My
Details

My Ideal
Match

About Me			
Cesequosa cor ZIP
sus,code
asi ut 90090
ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
Ad ea deliquo maximpo ristia quaspit iis

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Country/Region/City location

France
Ile de France
City Paris

K07

Editing free-form text sections
{iOS status bar}

Tap any section to edit

Cancel

Save

Done

About Me
Imposant excepel idi optibus eum
03
estincid et voles
im asitatiur as
endae. Picabore aliaecustrum et es
etum ra inveria nus mosa dolor sum
venimos nimus, quis aute omnis
dipici consequae coribus suntibus
esto maximodio et et es explamet id
excest voluptat doluptur, tectatem
el is simil molut escid que dis reriam
faccusae Ma verrum harupta temquos
aut acculparum qui siti sita cus Ut
9
doluptatur, nonsed quossim poremquo
34 volore
Single Female
Seeking
Men
97% match
et maximin
ctempossimus
Lossollaut
Angeles,
CA
imilite
Religion: Reform

In My
Own Words

My
Details

My Ideal
Match

About Me			
Cesequosa cor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
Ad ea deliquo maximpo ristia quaspit iis
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Editing multi-select fields

01

{iOS status bar}

Tap any section to edit

Cancel

Save

Done
All editable profile sections are described below. Each bullet represents a particular section which when tapped will display
the editable options on a single overlay. The content type of field (or fields) is displayed on the right in curly brackets.

Languages spoken
Afrikaans

01

Top Section
• Username			
{text box}
• Basic info 		
marital status			
{drop down}
gender preference		
{drop down}
age				{drop down}
location			{drop down}
religion			{drop down}
• Photos

Arabic
Chinese
English
Fijian

9

French

34 Single Female Seeking Men
LosGerman
Angeles, CA

97% match

Religion: Reform

Greek

In My
Hebrew
Own Words

My
Details

My Ideal
Match

ItalianMe			
About

Cesequosa
Japanesecor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
AdKorean
ea deliquo maximpo ristia quaspit iis

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Example of an “edit section page” with checkboxes. This page appears as an overlay like the other edit pages, and like
the others it will scroll if necessary.

In My Own Words
• About me 			
• I’m looking for… 			
• My perfect first date 		
• My ideal relationship 		
• My past relationships 		
• My personality is best described as…
• In my free time, I enjoy… 		
• In my free time, I like to go to…
• My favorite physical activities 		
• I own these pets 			
• My favorite foods 			
• My favorite music 			
• I like to read 			

{text box}
{text box}
{text box}
{text box}
{text box}
{check boxes}
{check boxes}
{check boxes}
{check boxes}
{check boxes}
{check boxes}
{check boxes}
{check boxes}

My Details
• Physical info
Height			{drop down}
Weight			{drop down}
Hair				{drop down}
Eyes				
{drop down}

Body style			
{drop down}
• Lifestyle
Relocation			{drop down}
Children			{drop down}
Custody situation		
{drop down}
Plan on having children		
{drop down}
I keep Kosher			
{drop down}
I go to Synagogue		
{drop down}
I smoke			
{drop down}
I drink			
{drop down}
Zodiac sign			
{drop down}
Activity level			
{drop down}
• Background
I grew up in			
{text box}
My ethnicity is			
{drop down}
I speak			
{check boxes}
I studied			
{text box}
Education			{drop down}
Occupation			{drop down}
Occupation Description		
{text box}
Annual income			
{drop down}
Political orientation		
{drop down}
My Ideal Match
• I’m looking for 			
• Age range			
• Relationship status			
• Religious background 		
• Education level 			
• Drinking habits 			
• Smoking habits 			

{check boxes}
{2 drop downs}
{check boxes}
{check boxes}
{check boxes}
{check boxes}
{check boxes}
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Manage Photos

When tapping the “Manage Photos” button, a user will come to this page. Here they can view the photos they’ve uploaded,
change which one is their “main” photo, add/edit a caption for a photo, delete a photo, add a new photo, change the way a
photo is cropped as a thumbnail, and add some simple effects.

{iOS status bar}

My photos

Done

01

The user’s main photo will be the first photo displayed. All other photos should be displayed in the order they were
uploaded. Photos will be displayed in the same manner as used in the large profile page (no distortion).

02

Button to add a new photo if the user hasn’t reached their limit.

03

Text instructing the user that they can drag the thumbnails to reorder them, or to change which photo is their “main”
photo. If a photo is unable to be used as a main photo, it will “snap” back to its original position if a user attempts to
drag it to the first position.

04

If a photo cannot be used as a main photo, the “Use as Main” button is replaced with text indicating as much.

05

When a photo is selected, the action buttons are displayed in the bottom section. The user has options to Edit, Use as
Main, or Delete the photos. If the user taps “Delete” they will see a pop-up confirmation before the photo is deleted.

01

Main photo

02

Add
Photo

Drag photos
to rearrange
them
03

K10

{iOS status bar}

Done

My photos

Main photo

05

Edit

Delete

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Manage Photos (photo selected)

Photo cannot be used as main

{ Removed }
{ no photo selected }

K11

04

Add
Photo

Drag photos
to rearrange
them

Edit
Delete
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Manage Photos

When tapping the “Edit” button, a user will come to this page. Here they will view a larger version of the photo (it must
fit within the imaginary box as outlined by the dotted lines). This version of the photo will feature a square outline which
identifies the crop area for profile pictures and thumbnails. Users will be able to adjust the photo to re-define the crop area
for their existing photos as well as any new photos they upload.

{iOS status bar}

Cancel

Done

01

Crop box identifying the boundaries for the thumbnail and profile page. Users can pinch and zoom to get the picture
exactly where they want it. The crop box remains stationary and visible at all times. There will be limits; profile photos
must have a resolution of at least 500x500, so users should be prevented from zooming in beyond that threshold. The
outer limits for zooming are defined by the edges of the photo. If a photo is ≤500px in any single dimension, a user will
be prevented from zooming in on that dimension.

02

Instructional text appears as an overlay atop the photo. As soon as the user taps the photo or begins to pinch or
zoom, the intructions should disapper. They should reappear each time the user returns to this page.

03

Filters and buttons for reducing red-eye and one-button enhancement. Tapping the button will automatically apply
these effects to the photo and display them in real time. Tapping the button again will remove the effect. Each effect
can only be applied once to each photo. Users are allowed to apply the Red Eye reduction and Enhancement
simultaneously with one filter of their choice. Tapping a button de-selects it and removes the effect.

04

Users can also edit the caption of the photo by tapping in the text box where the caption is displayed. Doing so brings
up the keyboard. Tapping anywhere outside of the keyboard should dismiss the keyboard. There is also a counter that
keeps track of the number of characters used in the caption so users will know how many they have left. The counter
should count up in real time. Users should be able to enter as many characters as they want, but will only be allowed
to save the page (by hitting ‘Done’) when they have limited the character count to 100 or fewer.

05

Shows the Red Eye and Enhance buttons in the selected state. Tapping again removes the effect and the buttons
revert to the unselected state.

06

If there is no caption, there will be text which tells the user they can tap to add a caption. Tapping anywhere in the text
box brings up the keyboard and clears the instructions.

01

Drag, pinch, or zoom to
adjust
your photo and get
02
just the look you want!

Reduce
Enhance
Red Eye

K13

Facebook upload - choose photo
{iOS status bar}

Cancel

Edit Photo

05

Done

Reduce
Enhance
Red Eye

03

Caption
04

Lorem Ur, solorum sequae molesera
volorum, sim vit, officiis et fuga. Nam
consequ atatque ium illup.

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

97/100

06

0/100

Caption

Tap to add a caption
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Photo upload - action sheet

When uploading photos from Facebook or Instagram to JDate, the user begins by selecting the “Add from Facebook” (or
Instagram) option from the “Add new photo” action sheet / popup menu. From there, they will be directed to log in and/or
authorize JDate/Spark to access their photos, which screens will be handled externally to the app. Once authorization has
been granted, the UI will revert back to the app, and the user will see a list of their Facebook photo albums (or Instagram
photos) and be able to choose one. After choosing an album, users will choose a photo from the selected album which will
take them back to the Edit individual photo page (E11).

{iOS status bar}

My photos

Done

01

02

Facebook upload - choose photo
{iOS status bar}

Cancel

After tapping “Add Photo” the user will see an action sheet/popup menu with the following options:
• Take Photo (brings up the native camera interface for taking a photo)
• Use Existing photo (brings up the native interface for uploading an existing photo)
• Add from Facebook (brings up the Facebook authorization interface)
• Add from Facebook (brings up the Instagram authorization interface)
• Cancel (dismisses the sheet with no further action)

Main photo

K15

List of photo albums pulled from the facebook API (but displayed in our own UI).

Choose an album
02

Profile Photos
Barcelona
Jen’s baby shower
30th birthday party

Take Photo
Add

Photo

Use Existing Photo
01

Add from Facebook
{ no photo selected }
Add from Instagram

Drag photos
to rearrange
them

Hiking in Yosemite
NYC
Disneyland

Cancel

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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Facebook / Instagram - choose photo

01

Once they’ve selected an album, they will see thumbnails of all the photos in that album. After selecting a photo, the
user is taken to the Edit individual photo page to confirm and add a caption (E11).

02

Delete confirmation dialogue box

{iOS status bar}

Cancel

03

Hiking in Yosemite
01

K17

Delete confirmation

Are you sure you want to delete this
photo?

While a photo is being uploaded, the “Done” button on the edit photo page will be replaced with “Saving…” and a
progress indicator.

Cancel

K18

02

Delete

Upload progress indicator
{iOS status bar}

Cancel

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Edit Photo

1.7.15
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L01

Inbox

The Conversations page allows users to see their messages and Chats. The Inbox page allows the user to switch between
their email inbox as well as Sent and Trash folders. The Inbox should be implemented as an infinite scroll page with the same
parameters as used for the Activity page. Items should appear in reverse chronological order.

{iOS status bar}

01

Messages

Chats

Edit

{ ad space }

Joanna89699
Re: How have you been?

03

Hilaria89121
Flirt

01

Title button allow users to switch between Messages and Chats. The default view is Messages. Every time the user
accesses this page from the Hamburger menu, the view should be “Messages”.

02

Edit button allows you to delete multiple messages simultaneously.

03

All Access messages always appear at the top of the Inbox message, and are not co-mingled with the other messages
in the inbox. All Access messages appear in descending chronological order like standard messages.

04

Date dividers should be implemented in the same manner as for the Activity feed.

03

Unread message indicator

06

Items in the Inbox will include the following content types:
• Messages
• Flirts

Yesterday

04

Alexa12331
Flirt

If a non-subscriber taps on any incoming message, they are taken to the “Subscribe” page. Non-subscribers are unable
to view flirts or messages.

Josie09654
Email

Sent

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Unread messages should stand out visually from message that have already been read. A message is considered “read”
once the user views the full message. Additionally, read and unread messages will have different icons.

07

Cheryl98981
Email

Inbox

The picture of the person who sent the message will appear on the left of each item in the list. In addition the username
will display (truncated if necessary) with an indication if the user is online. The first line should be the username and the
second line should be the subject of the message.

05

Wanda44321
Hey cutie

06

08

02

07

Read message indicator

08

Tab bar to toggle between Inbox, Sent, Drafts, and Trash folders. Default will be “Inbox”
Note: The “Drafts” and “Trash” folders will look identical to the Inbox; the only difference being the selected tab at the
bottom will read “Drafts” or “Trash” as appropriate. Also, the draft folder will not have read/unread indicators.

Drafts

Trash
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L02

Sent Mail

The Sent mailbox is the same as the Inbox, except that the read/unread indicators serve
as read receipts. Since read receipts are a premium feature, they will be hidden for nonsubscribers.

{iOS status bar}

Messages

Chats

Edit

{ ad space }

Joanna89699
Re: How have you been?

01

01

Unread message indicator

02

Read message indicator with time/date stamp

03

Hidden read receipt icon for people who haven’t paid for them.

04

If someone taps on the hidden read receipt icon, they will be asked for their Apple ID
password and after that will be prompted to confirm their purchase.

L03

Read Receipts not authorized
{iOS status bar}

Messages

Edit

{ ad space }

Joanna89699
Subject line goes here

Hilaria89121
Flirt

03

Hilaria89121
Flirt

Yesterday

Alexa12331
Flirt

Chats

Yesterday

Alexa12331
Flirt

02
11.21.14 2:45pm

Wanda44321
Email
10.08.14 12:45 pm

Cheryl98981
Email

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Do you want to buy 30 days of Read
04

Receipts for $X.XX?

Josie09654
Email

Sent
Drafts
Selena76219

Confirm Read Receipts In-App Purchase

Confirm your In-App Purchase
7.17.14 8:45 am

Inbox

L04

Trash

Cancel

Buy
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Message view (email)

Message view page may be accessed from the Inbox, Sent, Drafts, or Trash folder views, as well as directly from the Activity
feed.

{iOS status bar}

Inbox

01

prev

02

next

01

Jan 22, 2014 5:36pm
Message body goes here Uptaes istis dolorep eratinv elenimpos rehentis et es dio
04 berorem volumquiant. Mause oppor doyt
Unt hilique omnimpore voloruptae nos sunt
Sudit rem adion repe repelibus nus.

05

Reply

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

06

02

Previous and Next buttons to navigate between messages.

03

Details of the person who sent the message (thumbnail picture, username, age, location, time and date stamp of when
the message was sent.

04

Body of the message received.

05

Reply button initiates a reply in a new screen (transition is a vertical slide up). This button is anchored at the bottom of
the screen at all times, with the body of the page scrolling behind it when necessary.

06

Trash icon for deleting a message (moves it to the trash folder). This button is also anchored to the bottom of the
screen like the “Reply” button.

07

A flirt appears just the same as an email. Users can reply via message (not via a reciprocal flirt).

Message view (flirt)
{iOS status bar}

Buttons to take the user back to where they came from. The label of the button should change to indicate where the
user will be taken back to when they tap it. Possible labels include:

Inbox

• Inbox
• Sent
• Trash
• Drafts
• Activity

Jenny867530Niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiine
34 years old
Los Angeles CA, USA

03

L07

07

prev

next

Jenny867530Niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiine
34 years old
Los Angeles CA, USA
Jan 22, 2014 5:36pm

I am making the first move. I dare you to
reply!

Reply
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L08

When composing a new message or replying to an existing message, the compose screen is the same, with the title at the
top either reading “New Message” or “Reply”.

Compose Message (new)
{iOS status bar}

Cancel

01

New Message

02

Send

To: Jenny867530Niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiine
34 years old
Los Angeles CA, USA
Message body goes here Uptaes istis
dolorep eratinv elenimpos rehentis et es dio
berorem volumquiant. Mause oppor doyt
Unt hilique omnimpore voloruptae nos sunt
Sudit rem adion repe repelibus nus.

01

Cancel button dismisses the keyboard and brings up the Save as Draft action sheet.

02

Send button is inactive until the message body has some content. When tapped, the message is sent immediately and
returns the user back to where they came.

03

”All Access” option is anchored to the top of the keyboard (shows remaining balance). If the user has no remaining “All
Access” messages, the “(xx remaining)” is replacd with a link that reads “buy more”.
If the user has not purchased All Access, instead of showing their balance, the text should be a link reading ‘What’s
this?’. Tapping this link should bring up the All Access info screen.

04

The Drafts folder is the same as the Inbox, Sent, and Trash folders, except that there is no read/unread indicator.

05

New draft messages should show the message as far as it’s been composed.

L09

Drafts folder
{iOS status bar}

03

Send as All Access? (8 remaining)

L10

Draft message (new)
{iOS status bar}

Cancel

Reply

Send

To: Jenny867530Niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiine
34 years old
Los Angeles CA, USA
Message body goes here Uptaes istis
dolorep eratinv elenimpos rehentis et es dio
berorem volumquiant. Mause oppor doyt
Unt hilique omnimpore voloruptae nos sunt
Sudit rem adion repe repelibus nus.
05

Drafts

Edit

Send as All Access? (8 remaining)

{ ad space }

Joanna89699
Re: How have you been?
Hilaria89121
Re: Flirt

04

Alexa12331
Re: Flirt

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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L11

Save as Draft

L12

{iOS status bar}

Cancel

New Message

Send

To: Jenny867530Niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiine
34 years old
Los Angeles CA, USA
Message body goes here Uptaes istis
dolorep eratinv elenimpos rehentis et es dio
berorem volumquiant. Mause oppor doyt
Unt hilique omnimpore voloruptae nos sunt
Sudit rem adion repe repelibus nus.

01

If a user taps “Cancel” then the keyboard is dismissed and an action sheet slides up asking if the user wants to cancel
or save the message as a draft

02

When an All Access message is first received, the message should appear as a full-screen takeover displaying the
username, age, location, and as much of the message as will fit on the screen. A button at the bottom takes the user
to the complete message where they can reply or tap on the username to view that person’s profile. The “view & reply”
button should be anchored to the bottom of the screen with the message displaying above it as much as will fit on the
screen.
The All Access overlay appears over any screen. The message appears instantly if the user is in the app, or upon login
if the user is not logged in.

Incoming All Access Messages
{iOS status bar}

You received an All
Access message from

GunzNMoses

JD logo

7647 online

Activity

36, Beverly Hills, CA, US

Subject:
All
3
LoremDolupites se qui dolecab
02

{ ad space }
Message:
ut omni cus ere nus ipietur? Quis a qui
cora eum
restio sent
maioyou
quia flirt
ant quuntur
Sally97698
eratis earum eliquis aut estionsera
Yesterday
corem eosam que
latur rehenti onsedit
inus.

Kristen98071 sent you a flirt

Delete Draft
01

Save Draft
Cancel

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Vel iusdand andiciusa cuptus.
Petra90111que
sent repersp
you a flirt erspell
Lenis doluptum
orepercit omnisque volor a ni am
si nusant
verum renimagnat
Wendy65198
sent you a flirtlat
volendi ssincto berum faci omnimus
doloreperero etamquam, nustrum
alis ut rati des quae eumquidus

View & Reply
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L13

All Access Info page (subscribers)

01

{iOS status bar}

02

Guarantee your email
gets read!

7647 online

JD logo

Add AllAccess to your account and
GUARANTEE: Activity

01

03

Info page that displays if a user taps the “what’s this” link from the message view/reply screen. The page should slide
down from the top of the screen.
This button shows only to current subscribers and when tapped asks them for their Apple ID and then confirms their All
Access purchase.
This button shows only to non subscribers and takes the user to the subscription page.

L14

All Access Info page (non-subscribers)
{iOS status bar}

Guarantee your email
gets read!

JD logo

7647 online

Add AllAccess to your account and
GUARANTEE: Activity

• Any JDater can read and reply to your
All (even non-subscribers) 3
email

• Any JDater® can read and reply to your
All (even non-subscribers) 3
email

{ ad space }to the recipient’s
• Your email goes directly
offsite personal email account so it can be
read ASAP

{ ad space }to the recipient’s
• Your email goes directly
offsite personal email account so it can be
read ASAP

• You can IM with any JDater on the site
Yesterday
(yes, both subscribers and non-subscribers)!

• You can IM with any JDater on the site
Yesterday
(yes, both subscribers and non-subscribers)!

Sally97698 sent you a flirt

Sally97698 sent you a flirt

Kristen98071 sent you a flirt

Kristen98071 sent you a flirt

sentemails
you a flirt
ReceivePetra90111
10 AllAccess
per month
which rollover as long as you maintain your
AllAccess
status. sent you a flirt
Wendy65198

sentemails
you a flirt
ReceivePetra90111
10 AllAccess
per month
which rollover as long as you maintain your
AllAccess
status. sent you a flirt
Wendy65198

If your AllAccess email is not read after 15
days, we will credit your AllAccess email
balance so you can use it for someone else.

If your AllAccess email is not read after 15
days, we will credit your AllAccess email
balance so you can use it for someone else.

No thanks

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Upgrade now!

02

No thanks

Subscribe now! 03
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L15

Edit list transition

Users will have the ability to delete multiple messages at the same time.

{iOS status bar}

Inbox

01

Done

{ ad space }

Joanna89699
Re: How have you been?
02

Hilaria89121
Flirt
Yesterday

01

When the “Edit” button is tapped, the user enters “Edit” mode and the “Edit” button is replaced by a “Done” button.

02

Showing the horizontal transition from read/unread icons to selection circles/check boxes. Note that the Messages/
Chats tab bar at the bottom should be replaced by the “Delete” button when the transition is complete.

03

Unselected message

04

Selected message

05

Delete button updates in real time to indicate the number of messages that will be affected by the action. Tapping
“Delete” will move the messages in question to the “Trash” folder and exit “Edit” mode.
If the user deletes messages from the Trash folder, they are deleted permanently and unrecoverable.
Deleting messages from the Sent folder will move them to the Trash folder.

L16

Edit list
{iOS status bar}

Inbox
{ ad space }

Joanna89699
Re: How have you been?
Hilaria89121
Flirt

Note: This mechanism will work exactly the same for Chats.

Alexa12331
Flirt

Wanda44321
Email

Wanda44321
Email

Cheryl98981
Email

Cheryl98981
Email

Josie09654
Email

Josie09654
Email

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

03

Yesterday

Alexa12331
Flirt

Selena76219

Done

05

04

Delete (2)

Selena76219
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L17

Chat list

The chat list page is accessed from the “Chats” link in the hamburger menu. It displays a chronological list of conversations,
with the newest conversations on top.
{iOS status bar}

Chats
02

01

Edit

Joanna89699

30 minutes ago

Eliana78611

35 minutes ago

Hey how’s it going?

Yes me too!

01

Edit button to delete multiple conversations at the same time. Function is the same as for deleting multiple messages.

02

Each conversation in the list will contain:

Tapping an entry in the list will take the user to the conversation. If the user is a non-subscriber, they will instead go to
the “Subscribe” page. Non-subscribers are unable to view chats.

I’m free that night!

Mae12345

Not really my style.

Sheri47619

It was awhile ago when i…

Mandy98181

i loved that movie. so go…

• If >24 hours ago: xx:xx a.m./p.m.
• If ≥1 day ago but >1 week ago: 1 day ago / xx days ago
• If ≥1 week ago but >1 month ago: 1 week ago / xx weeks ago
• If ≥1 month ago but >1 year ago: 1 month ago / xx months ago
• If ≥1 year ago: 1 year ago / xx years ago

2 days ago

1 month ago

3 months ago

03

Name, age and location of the person the user is chatting with. This is also a button that when tapped will reveal the
profile of the person.

04

Action button which reveals block, favorite, and report abuse options.

05

Text bubbles from the other person in the conversation should appear on the left side of the screen, with the text
left-aligned. Texts from the person using the device should appear on the right side, with the text right-aligned. All
messages should be time and date-stamped.

2 years ago

06

Chats

05

03

JohnnyAppleseed

04

34, Los Angeles CA, USA

Hey how are you doing? You
didn’t happen to go to the Pearl
Jam concert last week at the
arena did you?
2/25/14 • 12:34pm

No! I wanted to go to the show
but I had to head out of town on
a last-minute business trip. I had
tickets and had to sell them.
2/25/14 • 12:36pm

I was so upset. How was the
show?
2/25/14 • 12:37

OMG it was amazing! They played
for almost 3 hours, 2 encores, and
some great old songs like “Blood”
and “Oceans”. You missed out!!!
2/25/14 • 12:39pm

Awwwww maaaaaaaan!!

The reply bar sits below the conversation and is anchored to the bottom. Tapping on this bar will have different results
depending on where it’s tapped.
• Tapping the camera button brings up the Photo/video action sheet (L21).
• Tapping the Reply box brings up the standard keyboard and allow a user to type a reply (L20).
• Tapping the emoticon brings up the emoticon editor (L22).
• Tapping the microphone icon wil allow the user to speak their reply to have it sent as an mp3 within the chat (L25).

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Chat Conversation
{iOS status bar}

• Picture (without the indicator of the total number of photos)
• Username (truncated if necessary)
• First line of the last message in the conversation (sent or received; truncated if necessary)
• Indicator if online (no indicator if offline)
• Time stamp of last message (sent or received)

Time stamp nomenclature:

Jessica98987

L18

2/25/14 • 12:37

Reply…

06
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L19

In-chat profile drop-down
{iOS status bar}

Chats

01

Button shows a “pressed” state with an indicator as to how the user can collapse the profile view.

02

After tapping the name button at the top of the chat window, the user’s profile slides down to cover the chat window.
Users can scroll through the photos (which are all displayed as collapsed thumbnails across the top as per the rules
governing regular profile pages). Users can tap to switch between the different detail content, and scroll up and down.
Tapping the name button at the top again will slide the profile view back up and out of view, revealing the chat window
again.

JohnnyAppleseed

34, Los Angeles CA, USA

Hey how are you doing? You
didn’t happen to go to the Pearl
Jam concert last week at the
arena did you?

34 Single Female Seeking Men
97% match
2/25/14 • 12:34pm
Los Angeles, CA
02
Religion: Reform No! I wanted to go to the show

In My
Own Words

01

03

After tapping the action button, 4 options will slide down from the top of the page. “Close” will close the chat window
and end the conversation (requires a new chat request). The text of the conversation is maintained in the chat history
however. Tapping “block” will bring up the action sheet with the block options (as if they had tapped “block” from the
profile page). The “block” button should visually indicate that the user is blocked. The “Favorite” toggle works in the
same manner—tapping once adds the user as a favorite and there is a visual indication of this. Tapping again removes
the user as a favorite. The Report button loads the report abuse page which allows a user to report someone behaving
inappropriately.

L20

Block/Fave/Report options expanded
{iOS status bar}

Chats
03

Close

JohnnyAppleseed

34, Los Angeles CA, USA

Hey how are you doing? You
didn’t
happen to go
to the PearlReport
Favorite
Block
Jam concert last week at the
arena did you?
2/25/14 • 12:34pm

but I had to head out of town on
a last-minute
trip.
I had
My business
My
Ideal
tickets and had toMatch
sell them.
Details

2/25/14 • 12:36pm

About Me			
I was so upset. How was the

show?
Cesequosa cor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
2/25/14
•
12:37
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
Tum natium inctas aut que non porioss
OMG it was amazing! They played
ectatur? Ic to
esti2 am,
optaque
for blacillicate
almost 3 hours,
encores,
and
Molorit, consequia
esold
rest
as evelique
some great
songs
like “Blood”cum
missed
out!!! cusquatur as asand
re“Oceans”.
pro tem You
dolenih
iliciae
ant quam atibus eari im velis min
corepudae
2/25/14
• 12:39pm
voles expedi tem. Sendelent iliquaspe velAwwwww
maaaaaaaan!!
iquis earchil itatumquis
repudania
non nonetur sam, nis invere cus
venes as velis
2/25/14et
• 12:37
nos re ende vel eatenis nusae nim ut harion
Ut excesequis elesci volo id modit, odipis
simolorio
ipsam accus, ut mos expl Tiae
Reply…
enitam rat. Ovitatis nisimpor re provitiis

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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L21

Keyboard

01
{iOS status bar}

Chats

JohnnyAppleseed

34, Los Angeles CA, USA

Hey how are you doing? You
didn’t happen to go to the Pearl
Jam concert last week at the
arena did you?
01

2/25/14 • 12:34pm

No! I wanted to go to the show
but I had to head out of town on
a last-minute business trip. I had
tickets and had to sell them.

02

03

The size of the text bubbles should expand and contract with the size of the message. The length of the bubbles
should be as short as possible for the text (with given padding) and expand as the number of words expands, up to a
maximum length before the text wraps and the bubble expands vertically. The maximum widths should be such that
the left edges of the bubbles that are right-aligned do not extend as far as the left edges of the bubbles that are leftaligned. And vice versa for the right edges of the bubbles that are left-aligned as compared to the right edges of the
bubbles that are right-aligned.
When the keyboard is visible, users can type a textual reply message. As soon as a character is typed, the voice icon
will change to a “Send” icon, enabling the user to send the message. Before any characters have been typed (or if all
characters are deleted), then the voice icon remains in place of the “Send” button. Tapping the voice icon launches the
audio recorder which lets a user respond via audio message instead of text.
Action sheet allowing a user to take a photo or video or to use an existing one to add to the conversation.

L22

Add Photo
2/25/14 • 12:36pm

I was so upset. How was the
show?
2/25/14 • 12:37

OMG it was amazing! They played
for almost 3 hours, 2 encores, and
some great old songs like “Blood”
and “Oceans”. You missed out!!!
2/25/14 • 12:39pm

Take Photo
or video
Awwwww maaaaaaaan!!
03

2/25/14 • 12:37

Use Existing Photo or video

2/25/14 • 12:36pm

Reply…

I was so upset. How was the
show?

Reply…

Cancel

02• 12:37
2/25/14

OMG it was amazing! They played
for almost 3 hours, 2 encores, and
some great old songs like “Blood”
and “Oceans”. You missed out!!!
2/25/14 • 12:39pm

Awwwww maaaaaaaan!!
2/25/14 • 12:37

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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L23

Emoticon palette

01

While the emoticon palette is visible, there is a button which returns the user to the standard keyboard. This icon
should take the place of the emoticon icon.

02

The emoticon palette takes the place of the keyboard.

03

Dots indicate the user’s location within the emoticon set.

04

Available emoticons in the selected set. Users can swipe left/right to view additional icons in the set. Tapping one adds
it to the reply box.

05

When the user taps on the font & color button they will see a palette of colors from which they can select the one they
want. At the bottom will be font and size drop down menus which let them customize their replies even further. Font
and color choices should be reflected in the reply box so the user can see exactly how the reply will look before it is
sent.

L24

Reply…

{iOS status bar}

JohnnyAppleseed

Chats

34, Los Angeles CA, USA

Hey how are you doing? You
didn’t happen to go to the Pearl
Jam concert last week at the
arena did you?
2/25/14 • 12:34pm

No! I wanted to go to the show
but I had to head out of town on
a last-minute business trip. I had
tickets and had to sell them.

06

Font & color palette

Send

Abc

{ Removed }
05

When the user taps on the background color button they will see a palette of colors from which they can select the one
they want. Background color choices should be relfected in the reply box so the user can see exactly how the reply will
look before it is sent.

Helvetica

12

2/25/14 • 12:36pm

OMG!

I was so upset. How was the
show?

Send

2/25/14 • 12:37 01

02

03

L25

Background color palette

Reply…

Send

Abc
Choose a background color

04

{ Removed }
06

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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L26

Voice chat recording

By tapping and holding on the voice icon, users can record a voice message to be uploaded and shared in the chat as an
audio file. The recording continues a long as the button is being pressed, and when the user releases the recording begins
to post to the chat immediately.

{iOS status bar}

Chats

JohnnyAppleseed

34, Los Angeles CA, USA

Hey how are you doing? You
didn’t happen to go to the Pearl
Jam concert last week at the
arena did you?

01

Elapsed time of the recording.

02

Button in depressed state

03

Visual representation of the recording as it’s happening.

04

If a user taps and releases the chat button instead of holding it down, a prompt will remind them. In this case, no
audio should be sent (anything less than 0.5s which roughly approximates to a tap rather than a press-and-hold). The
keyboard button returns the user to the standard keyboard

2/25/14 • 12:34pm

05

No! I wanted to go to the show
but I had to head out of town on
a last-minute business trip. I had
tickets and had to sell them.
2/25/14 • 12:36pm

I was so upset. How was the
show?

03:45

01 • 12:37
2/25/14

When you release the microphone button the audio is posted to the chat immediately, which returns the user to the
keyboard and adds a new bubble where the audio will be playable. While it’s posting, a spinner appears. Once the
audio is ready, the spinner changes into a “play” icon. When tapped, playback begins and a pause button appears to
the left of the playback timeline. A scrubber tracks the message as it plays, and a counter counts the elapsed time.
Users can scrub the message with their finger. When the pause button is tapped, the audio pauses and the “pause”
button turns into a “play” button.

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Voice chat posting
{iOS status bar}

JohnnyAppleseed
Chats Hey34,
Los
Angeles
CA, USA
how
are
you doing?
You

didn’t happen to go to the Pearl
Jam concert last week at the
arena did you?
2/25/14 • 12:34pm

No! I wanted to go to the show
but I had to head out of town on
a last-minute business trip. I had
tickets and had to sell them.
2/25/14 • 12:36pm

30s

05
2/27/14 • 8:18pm

02

L27

Record prompt

Reply…

I was so upset. How was the
show?

00:00

Recording…
03

L28

2/25/14 • 12:37

04

Hold and talk
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L29

Chat notifier (subscriber)

When a user receives an invitation to chat on their device, the notification pops up over whatever else they are doing (only
while JDate is in the foreground)

{iOS status bar}

Chats

Each chat invitation sent to a subscriber will contain 4 buttons:
• Profile (brings up the user’s profile, whch is accessed by tapping the username or photo)
• Chat (initiates chat immediately)
• Later (sends a message saying “username would like to chat with you later”)
• No (sends a polite message: username has declined your chat request

01
7647 online

Joanna89699

34, Los Angeles CA, USA

02

If a user declines to chat, they will be asked subsequently if they want to chat later (sends a polite message postponing
the chat and closes the pop-up) or not (sends a polite message declining the chat and closes the pop-up).

Eliana78611

03

Each chat invitation sent to a non-subscriber will contain 3 buttons:
• Profile (brings up the user’s profile, whch can also be accessed by tapping the username or photo)
• Upgrade to Chat (takes the user to the subscription page)
• No (sends a polite message declining the chat and closes the pop-up)

Jessica98987
34, Los Angeles CA, USA

04

Photo inserted into the chat. Tapping the photo once should display it full screen.

wants to chat with you!

05

Audio recording. The audio recording should display the duration of the message and a playback bar with a play
button. Tapping the play button should begin playback inline. Users will be able to “scrub” the playback in real time by
dragging the scrubber back and forth. Tapping a recording while it is playing will pause the playback.

29, Hermosa Beach, CA, USA

JohnnyAppleseed

01

22, Hermosa Beach, CA, USA

Mae12345
Chat

Later
No
34, Long Beach, CA, USA

Sheri47619

31, Inglewood, CA, USA

Mandy98181

06

If a user sends a video, it will show up in the chat with a poster image (first frame of the video) and a play button.
Tapping “play” will launch the device’s native video player.

07

Audio playback in progress will show an indicator and total time as the message plays.

L30

L31

Different content types
{iOS status bar}

Hil magnati untorenis quo idis

JohnnyAppleseed
Chats dellia34,
eaLos
quiAngeles
nonsequo
que
CA, USA

non eles ex eosanis rerferum
evendenia aut quiatis simporatur?
2/25/14 • 12:34pm

04
2/25/14 • 12:36pm

23s
05

2/25/14 • 12:37

Chat notifier (non-subscriber)

34, Beverly Hills, CA, USA

06
2/25/14 • 12:39pm

JohnnyAppleseed

07

34, Los Angeles CA, USA
03

wants to chat with you!
Profile

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Upgrade to Chat

No

10s

2/25/14 • 12:44

Reply…

Send
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L32

Profile view from chat request (sub)
{iOS status bar}

01

Chat

Later

01

No

JohnnyAppleseed

34 Single male seeking women
Los Angeles, CA
Religion: Reform

In My
Own Words

My
Details

After tapping to launch a user’s profile from a chat request, the profile should display with photos which are all displayed as
collapsed thumbnails across the top as per the rules governing regular profile pages.
At the top of the page will be 3 buttons: Chat, Later, and No. Beyond viewing photos, users will have nowhere to go on
this page except to respond to the chat request.

02

The rest of the profile view can be navigated in the same manner as when the profile view is accessed from within a
conversation.

02

If the user who tapped to view the profile was a non-subscriber, then there will be only two buttons at the top of the
profile screen when accessed in this way and they will read “Upgrade to Chat” and “No”.

03

Shows how the profile view scrolls, leaving the “Chat/Later/No” (or “Upgrade to Chat”/”No”) buttons anchored to the
top of the screen.

97% match

My Ideal
Match

02

About Me			

Cesequosa cor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
Tum natium inctas aut que non porioss
ectatur? Ic to blacillicate esti am, optaque
Molorit, consequia es rest as evelique cum
quatur as as re pro tem dolenih iliciae cusant quam atibus eari im velis min corepudae
voles expedi tem. Sendelent iliquaspe veliquis earchil itatumquis repudania non nonetur sam, nis invere cus et venes as velis
nos re ende vel eatenis nusae nim ut harion
Ut excesequis elesci volo id modit, odipis
iOS app {JD} Wireframes

L33

Profile view from chat request (non-sub)
{iOS status bar}

03

Upgrade to Chat

No

JohnnyAppleseed

L34

Profile view from chat request
{iOS status bar}

About Me			

Chat

Later

No

Cesequosa cor sus, asi ut ad maio temque
exeroribus esero voloritas dolupitibus, te
Tum natium inctas aut que non porioss
ectatur? Ic to blacillicate esti am, optaque
Molorit, consequia es rest as evelique cum
quatur as as re pro tem dolenih iliciae cusant quam atibus eari im velis min corepudae
04 voles expedi tem. Sendelent iliquaspe veliquis earchil itatumquis repudania non nonetur sam, nis invere cus et venes as velis
nos re ende vel eatenis nusae nim ut harion
Ut excesequis elesci volo id modit, odipis
simolorio ipsam accus, ut mos expl Tiae
enitam rat. Ovitatis nisimpor re provitiis.
I’m Looking For			

Apiendis distis net dollorro est, nimaios aut
adigeniet labo. Nam, alia vel ipsam que vit
eost, tem aped mi, sed et la volore vernatur
re peditat iorrume laborum et lant et ullent
aceaque nulpa sae. Itat officatem debis que
nossimus, od que dolendi gnihiliqui voles
es minimetus, odionsed utem ut alibus ut
quatiae. Itatibus alic tore volestiist accum rerum harchillorit eatem quis aribust omnistrue
Am apicat enduciis derchil ipsaectet faccus,
quati quam auda none eaquam quis apitiam
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L35

New IM comes in

If the user is inside the app when a new IM message arrives from an existing open conversation, they will see a “Chat tab”
appear on the top right corner of the screen. The exception to this is if the IM comes in while the user is viewing that very
same conversation, in which case the IM just appears inline.

{iOS status bar}

Search
Sort:

Ellie98981

Jenny21988

Connie87881

5
Judy98982

Terry55441

9
Becky09812

Monique12121

Tasha67120

9
Shana91233

02

12

9

2
Petra91814

Tara23891

{ ad space }

To reply, the user can begin typing a response immediately. Once they tap “Enter”, the chat tab moves back to the right
and off the screen and the keyboard disappears. While the chat tab is open, users can tap outside of it to minimize it
(any text that was entered but not sent is discarded), or they can swipe right to dismiss the chat tab without responding
(doing this will not close the conversation, it only hides the chat tab. If a new message arrives from the same person,
the chat tab will reappear).

03

4
Connie87881

5
Judy98982

Terry55441

Reply…
9

12

9

Darla09012

2

11

Sophia54327

12

Becky76766

7

6
Monique12121

Tasha67120

9

Olivia12234

10

Tara44568

2

8

12

Amber91222

Shana91233

2

487 results

Icae que lab ipis sim faccus di dignisi
muscien ihitasimenit fuga. Ut volorernam
es nonsecae essequi dolorescit, ut et
Sort: Distance
isitass itius, ipsum resto et quibusdam,
Sarah94881 antias
Ellie98981
explaccab Jenny21988
illiscimint unt. Kim21293

Becky09812

Connie09127

11

Users tap or swipe the chat tab to open it. It expands up to the top left to reveal the latest message in the conversation,
as well as bringing up the keyboard with the reply box situated on top. Users can scroll the displayed message to reveal
previous messages (both sent and received) directly inline (up to 10).

Previous messages

Search

2

11

12

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Darla09012

11

Sophia54327

Becky76766

7

6

12

As shown here, users can have multiple chat tabs on the screen if they are chatting concurrently with multiple people.
When a new message comes in to an existing chat tab, that tab should bounce one time against the right edge of the
screen.

03

Olivia12234

10

Tara44568

02

2

8

12

Amber91222

Chat tab slides in from the right to reveal the profile picture of the sender and bounces one time slightly against the right
edge of the screen.

Kim21293

01

4

01

Quick Reply
{iOS status bar}

An “open” conversation is defined by the following conditions:
1. The chat request was sent by one party and accepted by the other party
2. Neither party has logged off, closed the app, or closd the conversation

487 results

Distance

Sarah94881

L36

Petra91814

2

11

Tara23891

12

Connie09127

2

11

{ ad space }
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“Hide” drop zone

01

{iOS status bar}

Search
Sort:

487 results

02

Distance

Sarah94881

Ellie98981

Jenny21988

Kim21293

Users are able to drag the tabs down to the bottom of the screen to hide them if they’re done with the conversation. As
the user drags a tab, the “Hide” drop zone appears at the bottom of the page. If the user releases away from the drop
zone, the tab snaps up to the top left corner and “opens” to reveal the last message of the conversation.
When a user scrolls upward to reveal earlier messages, they should be differentiated by color and margins to indicate
which messages were sent by the user and which messages were sent by the other person in the chat. When doing
this, the tab expands downward towards the keyboard until it reaches a maximum height, and from there the text
continues scrolling until all of the previous 10 messages have been shown.

L38

Scrolling messages
{iOS status bar}

Search

Previous messages
487 results

Icae que lab ipis sim faccus di
Distance
dignisi muscien ihitasimenit fuga. Ut
volorernam es nonsecae essequi do
Sarah94881
Ellie98981
Jenny21988
Kim21293
Niet volore nissequis moles.

Sort:

02

4
Connie87881

Amber91222

5
Judy98982

Terry55441

Monique12121

12

Tasha67120

9
Shana91233

12

Becky76766

9

01

Petra91814

Tara23891

{ ad space }

11

Reply…
9

2

12

9
Shana91233

2

Monique12121

Tasha67120

9

Darla09012

2

11

Sophia54327

12

Becky76766

7

6

10

Tara44568

Becky09812

Connie09127

Icae que lab ipis sim faccus di
dignisi muscien
ihitasimenit fuga. Ut
12
2
8
volorernam es nonsecae essequi
Amber91222
Terry55441
Olivia12234
dolorescit, ut et isitass itius,
ipsum resto et quibusdam, antias
explaccab illiscimint unt.

5
Judy98982

2

11

12
Hide

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Darla09012

11

Sophia54327

4
Connie87881

7

6

{ Removed }

9
Becky09812

Olivia12234

10

Tara44568

2

8

12

Petra91814

2

11

Tara23891

12

Connie09127

2

11

{ ad space }
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Favorites

M01 Favorites page (notes displayed)
{iOS status bar}

Favorites

01

Hide
Notes

Joanna89699
02

03

The favorites page shows a list of people the user has added as a favorite. Users can add notes about their favorites if they
wish. The favorites page should be implemented as an infinite scroll page. Same as the activity feed, the favorites should
load 30 items before re-loading more.
01

Toggle to show/hide notes that users may have written about their faovrites. When the notes are visible, the button will
read “Hide Notes”. When the notes are hidden, the button will read “Show Notes”.

02

Each entry includes the following information:

34, Los Angeles CA, USA

Met her for a date at Simmzy’s, hit it off well
but not sure there’s a connection.
29, Hermosa Beach, CA, USA

Online

03

32, Pasadena, CA, USA

Favorites

If the notes are not hidden, there will be a button to enable users to add a note about each favorite for who there isn’t
already a note written.

05

If the notes are hidden, they will not be visible at all. When the “Show Notes” button is tapped, the notes should appear
with a vertical slide transition out from between each of the favorites in the list.

Show
Notes

Joanna89699

34, Los Angeles CA, USA

Online

Eliana78611

29, Hermosa Beach, CA, USA

Online

The notes section is tappable. If a user taps the notes section for their favorite they will be able to edit the note they’ve
created for that person.

04

Tap to add note
Laura09281

{iOS status bar}

• Username (truncated if necessary)
• Age
• Location
• Online notification (if online)
• Notes (displayed in full without truncating)

Online

Eliana78611

M02 Favorites page (notes hidden)

Laura09281

32, Pasadena, CA, USA

05

Juanita34815

30, Hollywood, CA, USA

Cathy98981
04

27, Hollywood, CA, USA

Tap to add note
Juanita34815

Stacey77651

30, Hollywood, CA, USA

36, Bel Air, CA, USA

Margaret55691

Tap to add note
Samantha90191

3

31, West Hollywood, CA, USA

31, Los Angeles, CA, USA

3

Sophia090119

31, Los Angeles, CA, USA

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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Favorites

M03 Editing notes

01

When tapping on a note (or on an “Add Note” button), the note becomes editable and the keyboard is brought up. The
text box should expand as necessary while the user types.

02

The “Save” button commits the changes, dismisses the keyboard, and exits ‘edit mode’. “Cancel” does the same thing
while discarding the changes.

{iOS status bar}

Hide
Notes

Favorites
Joanna89699

34, Los Angeles CA, USA

Online

Met her for a date at Simmzy’s, hit it off well
but not sure there’s a connection.
01

Cancel

Save

02

Eliana78611

29, Hermosa Beach, CA, USA

Online

Add note
Laura09281

32, Pasadena, CA, USA

Add note
Juanita34815

3

30, Hollywood, CA, USA

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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Login & Forgot Password

N01

Login page
{iOS status bar}

JD logo
Meet Jewish singles!

01

Marketing stuff goes here

02

Email Address

03

Password

01

JDate logo/branding and marketing image (non-interactive)

02

Email address for existing users

03

Password for existing users

04

Button to retrieve a forgotten password

05

Log in button

06

Sign up button for new users

07

Link to privacy information

08

Email address to retrieve password

09

Reset button will fire off an email to give users a temporary password and take them back to the login page.

N02

{iOS status bar}

If you forgot your password,
don’t worry.
Enter your email address,
click the ‘Reset Password’
button and we’ll send you
an email with a temporary
password.
08

04

Forgot?

Forgot Password

09

Email Address
Reset

Log In

05

Not a member yet?
06

Sign up to browse for free!

07

Privacy

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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Registration

P01

Registration 1
{iOS status bar}

Back

JD logo

02

Email address
joanna@banana.com

01

Next

01

Back/Next buttons for navigation

02

Progress indicator gives users an idea of how many screens are left.

03

Registration flow begins by asking users for their email address.

04

Gender

05

Marital status

06

Sexual orientation

P02

Registration 2
{iOS status bar}

Back

Next

JD logo

I am a…
04

Man

Woman

03

Confirm email address
joanna@banana.com

Single - never married
05

Divorced
Widowed
Separated

I’m interested in…
06

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Men
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Registration

P03

Registration 3
{iOS status bar}

Cancel

JD logo

Religious background
01

Choose…

Do you go to Synagogue?
02

Choose…

Next

01

Religious background

02

Synagogue

03

Education

04

Occupation

05

Smoking

P04

Registration 4
{iOS status bar}

Cancel

JD logo

Next

Education
03

Choose…

Occupation
04

Choose…

Smoking
05

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Choose…
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Registration

P05

Registration 5

When a user gets to this page, the app should prompt them for their location. If they agree, the location information should
be automatically filled in with the user’s current location. If they don’t agree, they can manually give out their location

P07

Registration 5 (alternate location selector)

{iOS status bar}

Back

01

JD logo

Use my current location

Country
02

{iOS status bar}

Next

01

Uses the user’s current GPS location as obtained from the device. When selected, the

02

Location selector should display “United States” first in the drop-down list, followed by Israel, followed by a horizontal
rule, followed by the other world countries in alphabetical order.

03

Birthday - user should not be able to choose a birthday that in the future. If a user chooses a birthday between today
and 18 years ago, they should receive an error message stating that they must be 18 years old to join JDate.

04

After the GPS location has been determined, the location is displayed above the button.

05

Location selector (alternate, if outside the US.

JD logo

Next

Country
France

Region Ile de France

United States

ZIP Code

Back

05

City Paris
P06

GPS location
{iOS status bar}

03

Birth date

Back

04

JD logo

Next

Birth date

Los Angeles, CA
Use my current location

Country

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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Registration

P08

Registration 6
{iOS status bar}

Back

JD logo

Finish

Username
01

Joannabanana
This is how you’ll be known in the community.
For your privacy, don’t use your name or
location.

P09

Registration complete

01

Username

02

Password

03

Terms and Conditions

JD logo

04

Attractive user photos

Mazel Tov!

05

Button to take user to their profile to add photos & fill out details

06

Button to go to Nearby page

07

Subscribe button

{iOS status bar}

You’ve successfully joined JDate. Now you can
connect with smart, successful Jewish singles
like yourself!
04

Password
02

•••••••••
Keep this confidential.

03

I am at least 18 years old, and I have
read and agree to the

05

Add photos & finish your profile
06

Start exploring now!

Terms of service and Privacy Policy
Are you ready to get serious about
finding your Beshert?

I would like to receive photos of
compatible matches, notifications, and
announcements.
07

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Subscribe now for full access!
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Subscription

Q01

Subscription options page
{iOS status bar}

01
JD logo

Your JDate
subscription includes
all of the following:

• Access your emails

01

Close button to dismiss subscription page.

02

Subscription options & prices

03

After tapping a subscription option, users are asked to enter their iTunes password

04

After entering their iTunes password, users are required to confirm their purchase.

05

If a user taps “Cancel” then they will see a helpful pop-up that asks if they need assistance and offers to call Customer
Service directly.

Q02 Enter Apple ID

Sign In to iTunes Store
Enter the Apple ID password for
03

password

Cancel

• Chat with others in your area
• All Access starter pack
• Send unlimited messages

6 months at $19.99/mo
one payment of $123.93*

01

3 months at $29.99/mo
one payment of $93.96*

Save
50%

one payment of $43.98*

Confirm your In-App Purchase
04

Buy

Q04 Customer Care call

Having Trouble?

* includes a one-time $3.99 processing fee
05

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Do you want to buy JDate 6-month
membership for $123.93?

Cancel

Please see Terms and Conditions of Purchase.

Copyright © 2014 Spark Networks® USA LLC. All rights reserved.

OK

Q03 In-App purchase Confirmation

Save
25%

1 month at $39.99/mo

“emailaddress@domain.tld”

Customer Care can help you with any
difficulties you’re having.

No Thanks

Call
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Subscription

Q05

First and Last Name

01

{iOS status bar}

02
JD logo

In order to allow cross-referencing with the sexual offender database, users will be required to enter their first and last
name. Once they press “done” they will be taken to the

Q06 Subscription complete
{iOS status bar}

Successful subscription page.
JD logo

Congratulations!

First Name

Your subscription has been processed.
01

02

Last Name

Done

A confirmation email has been sent to your
personal email address. Now you can start
contacting other members with all the great
features of JDate!

Start exploring now!

View your inbox

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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Settings

X01

Settings main page (cont’d)
{iOS status bar}

Settings
01

Notifications

02

Chat sounds

01

Loads screen X02 to push notification options

02

Toggle to enable/disable chat sounds. Chat chime should play when toggle is enabled.

03

Allows users to toggle the following types of communication:
• Messages: Pushed instantaneously. If the app is in the foreground, the Activity badge
is updated. If the app is in the background, the app badge is incremented and a dialogue
appears which deep-links to the message in question [non-subs go to Subscrption])
• Chat requests: Pushed instantaneously. If the app is in the foreground, the chat request
pop-up is displayed. If the app is in the background, a dialogue appears which deep-links to

X02 Push Notification
{iOS status bar}

PROFILE VISIBILITY

Blocked Lists
Hide browsing activity
Subscribers can choose to hide their
browsing activity from other JDaters.

PREMIUM SERVICE SETTINGS

Show highlighted profile
Highlighted profiles have an eye catching
tint that makes you stand out! You’ll shine
brighter in search results and other people’s
matches.

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Settings

Notifications

the chat request pop-up. [Non-subs will see the specific non-sub chat request pop-up].
• Both said yes: Pushed instantaneously. If the app is in the foreground, the Activity badge is
updated. If the app is in the background, a dialogue appears which deep-links to the profile
of the person who also said yes. [same experience for subs and non-subs]
• Matches: Pushed once daily. If the app is in the foreground, there is no notifiaction. If the
app is in the background, a dialogue appears which deep-links to the matched profile. [same
experience for subs and non-subs]
04

Allows users to toggle notifications for photo acceptances/rejections. If on, notifications
are pushed instantaneously and appear as a dialogue/banner whether the app is in the
foreground or background.

05

Allows users to toggle JDate promotional messaging. If on, notifications are pushed
instantaneously and appear as a dialogue/banner whether the app is in the foreground or
background.
• Promotional/subscription announcements (message links to susbcription page)

03 Activity
Get instantly notified of incoming messages,
chat requests, and when you both “say
yes” in the Secret Admirer game. Get daily
updates for new matches.

04 Photos
Get notified when your new photos are
approved or declined.

05 Promotional
Get notified of JDate promotions.
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Settings

X03

Settings main page (cont’d)

01

Loads the Blocked and Hidden lists page

02

Toggles ability to hide browsing activity. Default is set to “off”. This toggle will be enabled only 06 Tapping an entry brings up an action sheet that offers options to unblock, view profile, or to
for subscribers, who will be able to turn on hiding.
cancel. If a user is unblocked, their entry should disappear from the list via vertical transition
(all rows underneath slide up and over the row in question).

PROFILE VISIBILITY

03

Toggle the show/hide highlighted profile option for Premium members

01

Blocked Lists

04

Shows the number of people who have been blocked. Tapping one will load a pge with a list
of all the people on the given list.

02

Hide browsing activity

{iOS status bar}

Settings

Subscribers can choose to hide their
browsing activity from other JDaters.

X04 Blocked & Hidden lists

Blocked from contact

Spotlight profile settings
EMAIL AND SMS ALERTS

New Matches
Receive JDate message
iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Blocked/Hidden list page shows thumbnail, username, age, and location.

X06 Unblock options

{iOS status bar}

Settings Blocked & Hidden

Show highlighted profile
Highlighted profiles have an eye catching
tint that makes you stand out! You’ll shine
brighter in search results and other people’s
matches.

X05 Hidden (or Blocked) list

{iOS status bar}

PREMIUM SERVICE SETTINGS
03

05

Lists

{iOS status bar}

Hidden

Lists

Joanna89699

Joanna89699

Eliana78611

Eliana78611

Laura09281

Laura09281

Juanita34815

Juanita34815

Cathy98981

Cathy98981

Stacey77651

Stacey77651

34, Los Angeles CA, USA

25

These members are unable to contact you
(via message, chat, or flirt).

34, Los Angeles CA, USA

29, Hermosa Beach, CA, USA

04

Hidden

29, Hermosa Beach, CA, USA

05

Blocked from search

6

These members are hidden from your view
(search results, Nearby, Matches, Secret
Admirer, or Members Online).

Unable to view me

32, Pasadena, CA, USA

32, Pasadena, CA, USA

30, Hollywood, CA, USA

3

These members are unable to view your
profile (in search results, Nearby, Matches,
Secret Admirer, Members Online, or by doing
a username lookup).

30, Hollywood, CA, USA

27, Hollywood, CA, USA

27, Hollywood, CA, USA

36, Bel Air, CA, USA

36, Bel Air, CA, USA

Unblock

06

View Profile
Cancel
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Settings

X07

Settings main page (cont’d)

01

Alert settings allow users to choose email, SMS, or both for various notifications. Users can
also turn off these alerts if they wish.

05

Slot machine picker for radius defining the size of the surrounding area to which their
spotlight profile will be displayed. Options are: 5, 25, 50, 100, 500+

02

Slot machine picker for the frequency with which emails should be sent when someone
clicks ‘yes’ in SA. Options are: Daily, Twice a week, Weekly, and Never.

06

When choosing an alert, users will have to provide their phone number to get SMS alerts (if
they have not already done so). Alerts won’t be live until the phone number is confirmed via
reply SMS.

03

Slot machine picker for audience. Options are: Women seeking men, Men seeking women,
Women seeking women, and Men seeking men.

04

Location picker screens look & work the same as for Match and Secret Admirer settings.

{iOS status bar}

Settings
Spotlight profile settings
EMAIL AND SMS ALERTS
01

01

01

01

01

02

Email

New Matches
New JDate message

X09 Enter phone number for SMS

{iOS status bar}

{iOS status bar}

Settings Member Spotlight

Settings

Email, SMS

Favorited by someone

Email

Profile views (once a day)

Off

Profile essay requests

Off

Secret Admirer

X08 Spotlight profile settings

Weekly

Email me when someone swipes “Yes” on my
photo in the Secret Admirer game.

Matches Alerts

Email
Member Spotlight prominently displays your
profile above the search results of the members
you choose. Get ready to get a lot of emails,
IMs and possibly dates!

03 Display to:

Women seeking men

Choose the audience to whom your spotlight
profile will be displayed.

04 Location
05 Radius

SMS
06

Enter phone number

Off

Los Angeles, CA
100 miles

Define the size of the surrounding area to
which your spotlight profile will be displayed.

Taking a Break
Let us reply on your behalf with the following
message: “I am taking a break at the moment
and will respond when I return.”

iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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Settings

X10

Settings main page (cont’d)
{iOS status bar}

Settings

Email me when someone swipes “Yes” on my
photo in the Secret Admirer game.

01

01

“Taking a Break” option will auto-reply for users while they are away from JDate.

02

Toggle to turn on/off email invitations to events, parties, etc.

03

Toggle to turn on/off email newsletters and offers.

Taking a Break
Let us reply on your behalf with the following
message: “I am taking a break at the moment
and will respond when I return.”
NEWSLETTERS, EVENTS, AND OFFERS

02

Invitations by email
Send me invitations to exciting events,
parties, and other great date ideas.

03

Newsletters and offers
Send me dating tips and advice, qualified
partner offers, and exclusive JDate
announcements.
ACCOUNT

Upgrade {or subscribe}
iOS app {JD} Wireframes
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Settings

X11

Settings main page (cont’d)

01

{iOS status bar}

Settings
ACCOUNT
01

Upgrade {or Subscribe}

02

My Subscription

03

Restore Purchases

04

02

Brings up a web view displaying the user’s subscription history. (X22)

03

Checks the App Store for purchases which may not be reflected on this device. (Only
appears for users who don’t show up as subscribers)

04

Allows a user to change their email address

X12 Upgrade to Premium

JD logo

Want to stand out from
the crowd? Upgrade to a
Premium Plan today!

05

• Member Spotlight

6 months at $30.99/mo

Rate this app
Privacy info
Safety info

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

3 months at $41.99/mo
one payment of $127.98*

Save
50%
Save
25%

1 month at $49.99/mo
one payment of $53.98*

Please see Terms and Conditions of Purchase.
* includes a one-time $3.99 processing fee

Copyright © 2014 Spark Networks® USA LLC. All rights reserved.

Subscription upgrade options page

06

My Subscription page

07

Restore purchases confirmation

08

Users are required to enter their password to change their email address.

X14 Restore Purchases

{iOS status bar}

{iOS status bar}

My Subscription

Settings

Not included in your renewal:
Highlighted Profile
Your account will renew on:
05/30/2016 03:49 PM

• 10 All Access messages

05

Next renewal
Basic subscription at $39.99 for 1
month

06

• Highlighted profile

one payment of $187.93*

ABOUT

Settings

Premium subscribers get:

Cancel Subscription {or Reactivate}

Log Out

X13 Account History

{iOS status bar}

Email address

Remove my Profile

Users who have subscribed via the app will be able to upgrade their membership with
premium features. Users who have purchased their subscription on the full website will see
a message explaining they have to upgrade from the website. Non-subscribers will see the
word “Subscribe” instead of upgrade and be able to subcribe via in-app purchase.

5/15/2014 • 2:48 PM
Amount: 		
128.92
Duration: 		
3 Months
Type: 		
Unknown
Confirmation:
1137925968
Type: 		
Reopened auto
		renewal
Account: 		
{?}
Status: 		
Success
5/15/2014 • 2:48 PM
Amount: 		
53.96
Duration: 		
1 Months
Type: 		
Unknown

X15 Email address
{iOS status bar}

Settings

Email and password

joannabanana@hotmail.com

Remove my profile

Password

Restore purchases
Log Out

Save

Email address

ACCOUNT

07

Email address

08
Please enter your password for account
verification

In-App Purchases
Restore complete.

ABOUT

Rate this app

OK

Privacy info
Safety info
Contact us
Terms of Service
version 1.0
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Settings

X16

Settings main page (cont’d)

01

Users who are susbcribed will see “Cancel subscription”. Users who are former subscribers
will see “Reactivate subscription”

02

First screen of the cancellation flow

03

Users must choose a reason they are cancelling. Once tapped, it advances to the next page.

04

Users see some text trying to get them to not cancel. Text varies depending on the reason
they chose on the previous screen.

{iOS status bar}

Settings
ACCOUNT

Upgrade {or Subscribe}
My Subscription
Restore Purchases
Email address
01

Cancel subscription {or Reactivate}
Remove my Profile
Log Out
ABOUT

Rate this app
Privacy info
Safety info

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

X17 Cancel Subscription

X18 Cancel Subscription (cont’d)
{iOS status bar}

{iOS status bar}

Settings Cancel Subscription

Settings Cancel Subscription

Please note by canceling your
subscription you will lose all
privileges, including your ability to:
• IM
• Read emails
• Send emails
If you don’t want to lose your ability
to email or IM -- which is the best
way to connect with other singles
02 on the site -- do not turn off your
subscription or let it expire!
Subscription plan
Renewal rate $ 39.99/month
Next renewal date: 8/30/2014

Cancel my subscription

Please tell us why you’d like to end
your subscriuption.

03

I met someone on JDate
Taking a break / vacation
Not enough members in my area
Not enough members contacted
or replied to my emails or IMs
I’d rather not say
JDate is too expensive
I wasn’t meeting the right people
I’m dating someone I didn’t meet
on JDate

05

Final cancellation option asks if they want to remove their profile entirely or maintain a free
membership. Following this, the user would see a confirmation page.

X19 Cancel Subscription (cont’d)

X20 Cancel Subscription (cont’d)
{iOS status bar}

{iOS status bar}

Settings Cancel Subscription

Did you know you can expand your
search by visiting the advanced
search page? If you still don’t see
enough people, don’t fret; thousands of new members join JDate
04 every week!
I understand that when I cancel
my subscription, I will no longer be
able to contact other members on
the site beyond the expiration date
of my current subscription plan
and that I will no longer be able to
access any features reserved for
subscribers only.

Settings Cancel Subscription

I want to:
Keep my profile up and
continue enjoying free
05 membership privilege
Remove my profile and
suspend all subscription
privileges.

Continue with cancellation

Cancel my subscription

No, I want to keep privileges

No, I want to keep privileges

Other
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X21

Settings main page (cont’d)
{iOS status bar}

Settings
ACCOUNT

Upgrade {or Subscribe}
My Subscription

01

Allows users to remove their profile completely from JDate.

02

Logs the user out and takes them back to the login screen.

03

The screen in the cancellation flow confirms the cancellation and shows the confirmation
number.

04

If a user taps on “Reactivate” because they had previously cancelled their subscription,
they will see the subscription plan and a “Reactivate Subscription” button which instantly
reactivates them and turns the “Reactivate” button into a confirmation banner that reads
“Subscription reactivated!”

X22 Cancel Subscription Confirm

Restore Purchases

Settings

Your subscription has been
cancelled.

Cancel Subscription {or Reactivate}

Your confirmation number is:
1156684846.

Remove my Profile

02

Log Out
ABOUT

Rate this app
Privacy info
Safety info

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

If a user taps on “Remove Profile” they will see this text and options to choose the reason
they are removing their profile.

06

This is the bottom of the Remove Profile page showing the rest of the text. At the bottom a
“Remove my profile” button will remove the person’s profile and take the user back to the
login page.

X24 Remove Profile

{iOS status bar}

Confirmation

Email address

01

X23 Reactivate Subscription

{iOS status bar}

05

Settings

Reactivate

Subscription plan
Renewal rate $ 39.99/month
Next renewal date: 8/30/2014

Settings

Reactiviate Subscription

04

Removing your profile means your
profile will be inaccessible to the
entire JDate community and you’ll
no longer receive email notifications
from us. Please tell us why you are
05 removing your profile:

I found someone elsewhere
Reactiviate Subscription

{iOS status bar}

Remove Profile

I found my soulmate on JDate

03

X25 Remove Profile (cont’d)

{iOS status bar}

Too many responses
Too few responses

Settings Cancel Subscription

Other

06

By removing my profile and tapping
the button below, I understand that my
profile, photos, essays and other related
information will be hidden from ALL
visitors and members of the community.
I understand that any communications
or “contacts” from other members to
me that may be in process within the
system, may not be delivered to me.
I will no longer be able to log in to the
system (unless I reactivate), and I will no
longer be able to access the chat, advice
or other community features generally
reserved for members only.

Too few responses
Taking a break/vacation

Remove my profile

Technical issues (logging in, etc)
Site performance
Other
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X26

Settings main page (cont’d)
{iOS status bar}

Settings

01

Links to the App Store so the user can rate the app

02

Version number and boilerplate info.

03

Privacy info

04

Safety info

05

Contact information. Tapping the phone number will launch the native dialer and call the
phone number. Tapping the email button launches the native email client with the email
addressed.

06

Terms of Service

ABOUT
01

Rate this app
Privacy info
Safety info
Contact us
Terms of Service

02

version 1.0
Copyright © 2014 Spark Networks® USA,
LLC. All rights reserved.

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

X27 Privacy Info

X28 Safety info

{iOS status bar}

Settings

Privacy Info

Genecte es doluptatus experiossit
occume odi sequas seruptatis nonet
aut moloren diamus et, cus, cus
doloriati adis assi ut estoria corum
liquia volorrovit, ius quiae volupturi
qui denim dolore porisit, aceperum
faccum quiderere, volumquam ipicit,
quo vel il ipiendistis est aut atem
vendani quis aut aut ut explitatist,
03 volor ame essi dem ea quatus
aribuscia volestiatem as eatat ulpa
coreperatem ipsuntur sunto temqui
sequas invent, sinis et volorentios
pa atur, omnis eatur, sunt paruntius,
sitium quam ditecest fugit harum
dit et que pre pa quia nonsequ
undaeria ipiet, nulpa non nihitis
autemod issundi iscider itamusant,
ipsamus rectur, que aut officti ut
ligenda musdant laut abor sitis alit,
quibust, am quo estiusc iatibus
doluptae es andus, consequis aut
quid eatatus dolore rem que lam
est, con ra volor soles natur simus
ut accabo. Dipsam fugiates aut

X29 Contact Us

{iOS status bar}

Settings

Safety info

Odis et ius. Am etur, sitaquatem.
Xersperumqui ipid quo quae
mod quam faccae et adignit
ma voluptaquis incti voluptatet
faceperibus sit la corro volor simust
laut acest invent faccat volland
igenitet ut aut listi rehende lenditas
ni des seque dit, sequibus eicaborro
optur?
04 Editibus apis am estinvent, si re,
ad maximus de eum que reptatem
quamendis ut eossimporit, seque
con eostiur? Itat.
Um et in reption sequos aut
repudis anducia aut odi re quidele
niatemque volupta simollam
facculp arcias seque sin nos vellit
omnisimpor rerum aperum quae
nullaborest harunt.
Min pelibus derum fugit aperunt.
Ferfers pelleni hiliatint dolora num re
pro dolorectat et in ne a cuptatque
eos exernam faccum liquist inulpa
commodit quation sequis eum
volorae el ea venihit lamet

X30 Terms of Service
{iOS status bar}

{iOS status bar}

Settings

Contact us

Do you have a question or
comment?
Give us a cal or send us an email.
Our Customer Care staff is here to
help you find that special someone.

05
800-960-4428

memberservices@jdate.com

Settings

Terms of Service

Os id quae iunto bero et fuga. Pis
ditaquat ventisi nverchicita simin
perio. Experem qui non nam dit velic
tem accullo repudanis eum eatur,
eum a autem et eos quiante ssinvel
ipidundenit quia vendit volupta
sitatet libusdam site nimus que
eium nis dolo tem quid magniatas
moluptus, eles recae corestiunt,
06 cullorio. Milliti doluptatem quame
ipsam eum ideribus eatis pedit
moluptur, con conse dit poreriam
dolupta volore et lis maionsequas
suscit antium il et exceati nctat.
Culparc itatusam nonsedi tatiaturit
quiant endenisque porecaest quiae
sum sumquo vendam volupitio
quatur?
Rume nos sant rem quam quam que
nobis provid qui rerat.
Is magnisi aut moditibus sitia et
fugia volor as am ides sequunt.
Pistius quam dolupta temque pre
venis nonserio. Et qui idelictam aut
recuptus dolo occae del ius
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X31

Push Notifications

01

01

Badges appear on the application icon for new messages and chat requests only.

02

Banner notification (type of notification determined by the user in device settings)

03

Modal notification (type of notification determined by the user in device settings)

Push notifications will be delivered based on the outline on the Settings screen (X09). This page details the type of notification and the content.

Link destination for Subs

Message for Non-subs

Link destination for Nonsubs

“<username> just sent you a
message!”

View the message

“<username>, you have a new
message!”

Subscription page

“<username> wants to chat with
you right now!”

Chat pop-up

“A JDater wants to chat with you
right now!”

Non-subscriber chat pop-up

“You both said YES! Send
<username> a message now!”

<username>’s profile

“You and <username> both said
yes!”

<username>’s profile

Matches

“Today’s match is <username> take a look!”

<username>’s profile

“Today’s match is <username> take a look!”

<username>’s profile

Photo
approved

“Your JDate photo has been
approved – now, add a caption!”

My photo page / edit

“Your JDate photo has been
approved – now, add a caption!”

My photo page / edit

Type

X32

New
Message

Push Notifications

Chat

JDate 1m ago
You received a message from
Jewzebel!

X33

02

Push Notifications
03

JDate
You received a mesage from Jewzebel!

Cancel
iOS app {JD} Wireframes

Mutual Yes

Message for Subs

Photo
declined

“There was a problem with your
JDate photo, please submit a new
one.”

My photo page / edit

“There was a problem with your
JDate photo, please submit a new
one.”

My photoo page / edit

Photo
caption
declined

“There was a problem with your
photo caption, please submit a
new one.”

My photo page / edit

“There was a problem with your
photo caption, please submit a
new one.”

My photoo page / edit

{text TBD by marketing team}

{Varies depending on the specific
promotion}

{text TBD by marketing team}

{Varies depending on the specific
promotion}

JDate
promotion

View
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CM Settings

A01

Settings main page
{iOS status bar}

Settings

01

Match Preferences and Members Online Preferences should be removed from the settings section altogether.

02

The first item in the settings section is the age range picker (2 slots going from 18-99) and selector to restrict Secret
Admirer location.

03

Text on the “Blocked Lists” should differentiate between Blocked and Hidden users.

04

Pop-up message should appear one time only for all users instructing them on how to change their match preferences.

01

SECRET ADMIRER PREFERENCES

02

Age range
Location

27 - 36
Los Angeles, CA

A02

Matches page
{iOS status bar}

My Matches
Sort:

Match %
{ ad space }

Edith67376

32, Los Angeles, CA, USA

Online

100% match

Notifications
PROFILE VISIBILITY

Blocked Lists
03

Blocked users cannot contact you or view
your profile in search results or any other
online lists. Hidden users will also be hidden
from your search results and online lists.

Dolores90822sklac9893sjchbwks
32, Encino,
CA, USA
To update
your match
preferences, edit
your match
settings
within
your profile.
100% match
Connie34911

32, Long
Beach,
04
OK CA, USA

99% match

Sally67431

26, Pasadena, CA, USA
2 99% match

BethanySunny

27, Torrance, CA, USA
ACCOUNT

My subscription

Online

Online

95% match

Mandy12345

23, Venica, CA, USA

Log out
iOS app {CM} Wireframes
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Settings

X01

Settings main page

01

Slot-machine picker for Gender (men seeking men, men seeking women, women seeking
men, women seeking women) and age (two pickers that go from 18-99)

03

Religion chooser lets people choose desirable Jewish denominations.

04

Slot-machine pickers for Gender, Age range, and Country for viewing Members online.

05

Language chooser lets people choose acceptable languages for viewing members online.

06

Users can choose current location, ZIP, or region to define their match location.

{iOS status bar}

Settings
MATCH PREFERENCES
01

Gender

Men seeking women

Age range

27 - 36

Location
02

Religion

Los Angeles, CA
Reform, Conserva…

X02 Match location
Settings

Gender
03

Women

Age range

27 - 36

Country
05

Languages

United States
English, Spanish, …

SECRET ADMIRER PREFERENCES

iOS app {JD} Wireframes

08

Multi-picker for acceptable religions for determining matches

09

Multi-picker for acceptable languages for displaying members onlinet

X04 Match religion

Redacted
Location

Location

Restrict my matches to the following area:

Use my current location

Region

Slot-machine pickers for Country, State/Region, and City.

{iOS status bar}

{iOS status bar}

ZIP/Postal code

MEMBERS ONLINE FILTERS

X03 Match location (cont’d)

07

06

Paris, France

Region

Country

France

State/Region
City

Settings

Ile de France

07

Paris

X05 Members online language

{iOS status bar}

Religion

{iOS status bar}

Settings

Any

All

All Jewish

Arabic

Reform

08

Bengali

Conservative

Bulgarian

Orthodox (Frum)

Chinese

Orthodox (Baal Teshuva)

Czech

Modern Orthodox

Dutch

Traditional

English

Conservadox

Finnish

Hassidic

French

Reconstructionist

German

Another stream of Judaism

Hebrew

1.7.15

Languages

09

78

